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Abstract 
In this thesis both the theoretical and observational foundations of dark energy are explored, as well 
as our present day understanding of Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia). The core of the thesis addresses 
the problem of identifying the phase (time since explosion) and redshift of a Type Ia supernova 
from its spectrum by comparison with the Nugent set of SNe Ia spectral templates. Solutions 
have been implemented using both grid and Markov Chain l\lonte Carlo (MCMC) maximum 
likelihood methods, which have been tested against the templates themselves and data from the 
SUSPECT supernova database. While the method works well in some cases, the limited number 
of templates and noise/systematic errors in the spectra make matching challenging for other cases. 
For completeness we compare with the cross-correlation techniques used by the recently released 
SuperNova IDentification code (SNID). SNID uses an algorithm developed by (Blondin and Tomy, 
2006) and gives accurate estimates for redshift (O"z <::: 0.01) and phase (O"t <::: 3 days) of SNe la. By 
including a range of non-SNe la templates, SNID also constrains the type of the supernova under 
consideration. Nevertheless, even SNID struggles in some cases, which means that a small fraction 
of supernovae spectra are never identified, even in the large on-going SNe Ia surveys such as SDSS, 
ESSENCE and SNLS. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Modern cosmology 
Cosmology is the branch of science investigating the structure and evolution of the universe as a 
whole. Its recent evolution has led it from the highly speculative field of mere philosophy to a 
data-driven field of knowledge with a well established formalism. (Hubble, 1929), established a 
relationship between the redshift and distance of galaxies. Soon after, it became clear that the 
universe was expanding: a static universe was therefore impossible. The theory of the Big Bang 
found solid grounds in the process of back tracking that observed expansion. The future of the 
universe seemed then contained into two dominant scenarios: a future collapse or an expansion 
forever; both depending on the density of matter present in the universe. 
Recent observations showing that the universe is experiencing an accelerated phase of expansion, 
sent a shockwave through the scientific community. The term Dark Energy (DE) has been coined 
to name the energy driving that acceleration. According to current estimates. approximately two-
thirds of our universe is made up of that smoothly distributed DE component, about one-third 
is in the form of the pressureless Cold Dark Matter (CDl\1), while the familiar baryonic matter 
makes up less than 5% of the total density of the Universe. These hypotheses and values come 
from the Standard IvIodel of cosmology, which is basically sustained by a philosophical postulate -
the cosmological principle - and by Albert Einstein's General Theory of Relativity. 
1\'0 satisfying particles have been yet discovered for making up the CDM. Various candidates 
are still being explored from particle physics. Concerning dark energy, the dominant beliefs assume 
that it might be caused by Einstein's cosmological constant.A. leading to the ACDM model; or 
by a time-varying scalar field rolling slowly down the potential and thus being dominated by the 
potential energy. 
1.2 This thesis 
\\,ith the observational evidence for an accelerated phase of expansion of the universe, Type Ia 
supernovae (SNe Ia) have become important astronomical objects for quantifying the dynamics of 
the universe. Because of that there is an urgent need for a better understanding of their physics 
as well as a more accurate knowledge of their properties in terms of redshift, phase and type. 
In this thesis, parameter estimation from SNe Ia spectra is performed. Both a grid based 
:\:2 method and a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation are performed to fit template 
7 
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spectra to SNe Ia data. The aim is to estimate: (a) the redshift of the SN la, (b) the phase of the 
targeted SN Ia relative to the time of B-band maximum brightness. Nugent's templates are used. 
The data are from SUSPECT, an online database of supernovae (http://bruford.nhn.ou.edu/ '" 
suspect/indexl.html). A cross-correlation technique and tool is also presented. 
Chapters 2 and 3 give a review of the theoretical and observational foundations for DE. Chapter 
4 gives some elements on the present day understanding of Type Ia supernovae. In chapter 5, two 
commonly used statistical methods for parameter estimation in cosmology are applied, namely 
grid based X2 and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). The related codes and results are also 
discussed. In chapter 6, SNID, a cross-correlation based tool recently developped by (Blondin and 
Tonry, 2006) is presented. The summary is given in chapter 7. 
8 
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Chapter 2 
Basic concepts of Friedman-
Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker 
(FLRW) cosmology 
2.1 The metric 
The metric in any given space of finite dimension is the mathematical tool that allows to char-
acteri2e some properties of that space, like distances. The common one in the everyday (three-
dimensional) space is the one associated to the determination of distance in euclidian space. An 
infinitesimal distance ds is given there by : 
(2.1 ) 
with X = (x. y, z) and i, j = L 2, 3. The associated metric being: 
gij = (~ ~ ~) where i,j = 1,2,3. 
001 
(2.2) 
The general equation that Einstein obtained in his theory of general relativity is (Dodelson, 
2003) : 
(2.3) 
The relation in (2.3) relates the Einstein tensor, GIlV , describing the geometry, to TllV , the energy-
momentum tensor describing the energy content of space-time. RllV is the Ricci tensor: It depends 
on the metric gill/ and its derivatives. R = glW RIll/ is the Ricci scalar, the contraction of the Ricci 
tensor, G is Newton's constant. 
With that equation for space-time, it was natural - in view of its components - to suppose that 
it could have some applications in cosmology. Assuming some relevant symmetries, the Einstein 
equations have simple analytical solutions. The Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) 
metric is based on the assumption of homogeneity and isotropy of the universe (the cosmological 
principle). A line-element, ds. via that metric is defined as : 
9 
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(H) 
where 
• TIl<: C<~>T(liMl~' r, & an<l '" ~r~ known s, ('()mo\"in~ c<~>r,jinst"'_ A freely moving p~rtide 
COlli"" to Test ;H the", coordillat"'_ 
I'he ('o~"~nt k the emmt.me p~mm""'r _ iH Gq (2_~) giw, th" g"omelry of the spa(.j~1 
""ho~ of "p~"e.t.ime_ lit'<,~"", ,,(f) ~IHI I: ~re ~rbitnrily dlO,eIl , ()Il" "~n r";c,.],, ,,(I) So ih~i thH~ 
wc 'mly three I",,-,ihle ,.,.1"", for k 
• k = - I the ~~om~lr" ()f til(' "l1Iwr"" 1., o]X'~ (hyperho lic ::, nH'a~iIl~ tht. tW() panllellin'" 
will e,'ent"all,' ,ji"cr~~ from e~('h olher; 
• k = 0 the uHiver;;o ., Hal me'llin~ that two rsmllel lin "" r~m~in p~r~ll,'1 
• k = I I, til<: goome\ry of til<: nn;"~"'" i, d,)f.('(] (spl>o:rkal1 me~ning th~ l '''-'0 p~r~llel linc,> 
will e\'elLtuaU" cross ,,~eh ot.her_ 
e nm,ntl" a g<XHi t",t for Ill(' "-""mpt~)ll of isotropy i, prm-i<led hy ~Il-"ky c,,.mic 1!icrowave 
Ua('ko;rOlll><i ((,,\lU:, exper iment.. !ike COUE (CO,mic D~ckgroH([d Ex~lor"rl ~nd W.\IAP (W;!kiH' 
oon ~lkrow~ve Ani,.,tropy Pro",'::, wIK)><' ".,;"it i., ill,,"lr~t.ed in figure ~_L Th" i""tr()]JY a''Ollll<:1 all 
lhe or her I-")i(['-, "-, "~Il be expeclro if our 1()"~l i()Il is h." I~) lIl"~n-> ,ped~l. abo implies homogcneity 
(hg"rc 2.2) 
Fi~ure 2,1; E"""j(~ lor U,e ia,,1' "a), ',<O(roN of UI' ('-";'''.''", ,.,« Ih, "",on."I",,, "llh' ('osmic .IIi 
'm~."'," H''''kg",~"d ",;Ih II., WMM'r>roi>r T,n1"ra'"", fl~auallOn' "'" of ,I" <)11:/," ol ¥ ~ 10-"_ 
A"oord",,g 10 ,I" grow/olio",,[ ;'''I"i,;I'I~ [1,,",,'11, 11,,,,, """""'''''' nl, I . ..!! '" "I~,", rh,' I.o",..,,,a] h"t<)l--" of 
II,. u"n~"" a"" th,w pro,"", "PH'tU", ofth' lump ,< ol mo/t' , Ihot ,",,'" th" "",.I, "I lA, ,1,,,1""' ... , "l>"'"",, 
/,,JmJ' S""",,, (Tcgmmt ot;J mf),~! 
It i, d,,~r from F.q_ (2.4::, th~t 'he "If"", of k i, ~"ghgihJ.. for 'l[lA)] '-, m .. ~nillg lhal. an" m1<st 
i<X!k ai a iary'_ wl~"" tt! see Ih, 'If"o' ()J " .. "'at,,,,- , A tadi~1 h~h\ ra." (i.e dO = do = 0) m()ving 
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" 
" 
I' i~ur~ '2 '2 E .. d'~<1 I,M ,~< "''W ..".J. Jt,.."".,..",,,~ O/!II< U"....,...< ••• III, 0/0" ,,,./,,m "I lA, 1",,'1" .~,.,J, 
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2.2 Cosmological equations 
Einstein's equations: 
(2.11 ) 
formulates the interplay between the geometry and the energy content of space-time. In all the 
following derivations a perfect. fluid is considered. In physics. a perfect (ideal) fluid is a fluid that 
can be completely characteriz:ed by its rest frame energy density p and pressure p. In the case of 
an ideal fluid as the source of the energy momentum tensor T,w measured in a local free-fall frame 
comoving with the fluid (i.e. g/w = 1]/w) : 
T,w ~ ( P 0 0 u 0 -p 0 (2.12) 0 0 -p 0 0 0 
where p and p are the energy density and the pressure of the fluid respectively. By considering the 
time and space component of Eq.(2.3), respectively, two equations are obtained: 
(p k (2.13) 
. ( k 
H= -2'(p+p)+ a2' (2.14) 
where ( = 87rG, H is the Hubble parameter, p and p denote the total energy density and pressure 
of all species present in the universe at a given epoch. 
The Bianchi identities G~:;' = 0 B Ti~" = 0 stating the conservation of energy momentum, 
leads to : 
p+3H(p+p)=0. (2.15) 
It can also be derived from the first principle of thermodynamics. Eliminating the fl.x term from 
Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) leads to : 
ii ( ~ = - 6 (p + 3p) . 
Considering that the deceleration parameter q is given by 
.. .. 2 
q = - :~ = - ~. G) 
Eq. (2.16) states that the accelerating phase (q < 0) holds for: 
ii 
- > 0 {==} (p + 3p) < O. 
a 
By introducing the dimensionless quantity 
O(t) = p(t) 
Pc(t) 
12 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
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with Pc(t) = 3~:g), the critical density, Eq. (2.13) can be re-written as : 
k [!(t) - 1 = 22' 
aH 
Eq. (2.18) states that the matter content determines the spatial geometry of our universe: 
[! < 1 ¢==} P < Pc for k = -1 (open geometry). 
n = 1 ¢==} P = Pc for k = 0 (flat geometry), 
[! > 1 ¢==} P > Pc for k = + 1 (closed geometry). 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21 ) 
2.3 The evolution of an Universe filled with a perfect fluid 
A universe filled with a perfect fluid is considered. In physics. a perfect fluid is a fluid that can 
be completely characterized by its rest frame energy density p and its pressure p. The equation of 
state of that universe is defined as : 
p 
W= -. (2.22) 
P 
Recent observations (Spergel et al .. 2003) suggest that the universe has an almost flat geometry. 
i.e. [! ~ 1. Solving the Einstein Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) with k = 0 (flatness) and w # -1 (not a 
cosmological constant) brings, assuming w = constant : 
2 H= . 
3(1 + w)(t - to) 
2 
a(t) ex (t - to) 3(1+~), 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
where to is a constant. The radiation-dominated universe corresponds to w ~ and the dust 
dominated universe to w = O. Both cases correspond to a decelerated phase of expansion of the 
universe: 
a(t) ex d. p ex a- 4 for the radiation-dominated universe, 
a(t) ex d, p ex a- 3 for the dust dominated universe. 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
Eq. (2.16) states that a phase of accelerated expansion of the universe (p + 3p < 0) occurs for an 
equation of state in a range given by 
1 
w < --. 
3 
13 
(2.28) 
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Chapter 3 
Dark energy 
3.1 Observational evidence for dark energy 
The expansion of the universe implies that the wavelength of light is stretched as one looks deeper 
into space. The redshift, z. quantifies that effect. The redshift corresponds to the fractional change 
of the stretched wavelength: 
z= (3.1 ) 
In other words : 
(3.2) 
where the index "e" and "0" are for the emitted and observed wavelengths, respectively. In FLRW, 
a similar relation also holds for the scale factor. Hence we have the relation: 
Ao ao 
1 + z = -:\ = -;. 
Here the subscript "0" denotes the quantities at the present epoch. 
3.1.1 The luminosity distance 
(3.3) 
The luminosity distance, dL plays a very important role in astronomy and particularly in super-
novae obseryations. The observed flux F at distance d from a source of known luminosity Ls is 
defined as : 
(3.4) 
since the total flux through a spherical shell with an~a 47rd2 is constant. Applied to an expanding 
universe, the luminosity distance, dL is defined as : 
(3.5) 
Working in comoving coordinates and considering an object with absolute luminosity Ls located 
at a coordinate distance Xs from an observer at X = O. The following derivations can be made 
(Copeland et al., 2006). The radial light ray traveling along the :\ direction satisfies the geodesic 
14 
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equation ds2 = -dt2 + a2(t)dx2 = O. Thus: 
t" Ito dt 1 r dx 
AS = Ja dX = II a(t) = aaHa Ja E(x)' (3.6) 
where E(z) = HJ~) and using i = -(1 + z)H from Eq. (3.3). 
From the metric in (2.10), A(t), the area of a sphere at any epoch can be deduced: 
(3.7) 
Then at t = to, A(ta) = 47T(aaSdx))2 and the observed energy flux becomes: 
(3.8) 
Substituting Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) for Eq. (3.5), the luminosity distance in an expanding universe 
is then: 
where AS is given in Eq.(3.6). 
In terms of fh = - a2~2' the scale factor at z = 0, aa, can be expressed as : 
where dH = Jio is the Hubble scale. 
A dimensionless luminosity distance can be defined as : 
I _ dL _ 1 + z S ( 'f'If! I r dx ) 
dL - dH - Jlf!kl k V IHkl Ja E(x) , 
the factor ~ is removed in the case of a spatially flat geometry and: 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
f!i is used to denote the density of the i-th component (r-radiation, m-matter, DE-Dark Energy) in 
units of the critical density pc = ~:~. In Eq. (3.12) the term for the DE is written in a very general 
form that allows for an arbitrarily time varying equation of state parameter WDE. As explained 
in section 4.2.2. by fitting the theoretical curve of the luminosity distance to the observations of 
appropriate astronomical objects, it is possible to constrain some cosmological parameters. 
3.1.2 Luminosity distances of Type Ia supernovae: The smoking gun 
Astronomers usually measure the brightness of astronomical objects in units of apparent or absolute 
magnitude, respectively noted m and M. Both quantities are related to the luminosity distance dL 
via the relation : 
m - M = 5 log 10 (~) + 25, M = Flux(distance = lOpe). 
1Mpc 
15 
(3.13) 
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It can be deduced from Eq.(3.4), considering that: 
(3.14) 
where TTl 1 and TTl2 are the apparent magnitudes of two distinct sources; F1 and F2 are their respec-
tive fluxes. The numerical factors arise from the astronomical conventions used in the definition 
of m and 1\1. The dimensionless combination (HOed/,) rather than ddz) is often used. Eq. (3.13) 
then changes to : 
_ (Hodd Z )) 
m(z) =.= + 5log10 c ' 
with the quantity:::: being related to M by (Copeland et al., 2006) : 
( 
H -1) 
:::: = 1\1 + 25 + 5log10 ~ = 1\1 - 5log10 h + 42.38. l1\1pc 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
The quantity:::: and the other constants appearing in the previous equations do not fundamentally 
change the related physics. 
It was the observation of luminosity distances of high redshift SNe la (Riess et al., 1998; 
Perlmutter et al., 1999) that brought the direct evidence for the accelerated phase of expansion 
of the universe. Since its onset, the most exciting observational development in studies of the 
Hubble expansion rate have undoubtedly been the measurements of the deceleration parameter 
q = d~; 1 _ 1 = !1z" - 01\. It has been repeatedly found negative through deep studies of the 
Hubble diagram of SNe la pioneered by the Supernova Cosmology Project (Perlmutter et al., 
1999) and the High-z Search Team (Riess et al., 1998). The basic observation that set the ground 
for the idea of an accelerating universe was that Type la supernovae at z rv 0.5 were t::.m rv 0.25 
mag (corresponding to 10~m/2.5 - 1 rv 25%) fainter than would be expected for a decelerating 
universe such as the Om = 1 Einstein-deSitter model. This has been interpreted as implying that 
the expansion rate has been accelerating since then, implying that the observed Sl"e la are actually 
further away than expected. 
In the above-mentioned observations, the choice of Type la supernovae was motivated by the 
fact that they seem to be equally intrinsically luminous at all redshifts, setting them as one good 
type of standardizable candle. As detailed in chapter 4, SNe la are the brightest and most homoge-
neous class of supernovae, with hydrogen poor spectra and, even if a sound theoretical understand-
ing of their underlying genesis is still lacking, a general concensus on their use as standardizable 
candles exists in the scientific community. 
3.1.3 The age of the Universe 
When the age of the universe (to) is compared to the age of the oldest stellar populations (ts), it 
is consistent to require that to > ts. It was recently estimated that the age of globular clusters is 
t1 = 13.5 ± 2 Gyr (Jimenez et al .. 1996). Another method of dating applied to specific globular 
clusters (Richer et al., 2002; Hansen et al., 2002) estimated that age to be t1 = 12.7 ± 0.7 Gyr. 
considering these results, a lower bound of to > 11 - 12 Gyr can be set for the age of the universe. 
A model of the universe with three components is considered: radiation (wr = t), pressureless 
dust (wm = 0) and dark energy in the form of a cosmological constant (W1\ = -1) as suggested by 
the ACD1\1 model. Assuming a FLRW background, Eq. (3.6) gives an expression for to at any 
16 
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redshift z : 
(3.17) 
where x = 1 + z. O~O). O~). OkO) and n~O) are respectively. the radiation, matter. curvature and 
dark energy density parameters as observed today. Ho is the Hubble constant today. 
The existence of high redshift galaxies with evolved stellar population, high redshift radio 
galaxies and the dating of high redshift QSOs (Alcaniz and Lima. 1999; Dunlop et ai., 1996; 
Dunlop. 1998: Krauss, 1997; Peacock et ai., 1998; Yoshii et ai., 1998) can threrefore be used in 
conjunction with Eq. (3.17) to constrain our knowledge of dark energy in the FLRW framework. 
Most of these observations require either OA =I- 0 or Ok > 0 if they have to be consistent with 
Ho = 72 ± 3 ± 7 km 8- 1 l\fpc- l 
or 
Hal = 9.776h- l Gyr, 0.64 < h < 0.80 
with h = 100 b;;ls/AfPC; as obtained by the Hubble Space Telescope Key project (HKP) (Freedman 
et ai., 2001) where direct measurements of the distances to 18 nearby spiral galaxies (using Cepheid 
variables) were made. However, the interpretation of these observations at present requires fairly 
complex modeling and the prevalence of systematics (local peculiar motions to be corrected for in 
HKP and sensitivity of Cepheid calibration to metallicity for example) suggest that the present 
results are not totally water tight (Sarkar, 2007). 
3.1.4 The Cosmic Microwave Background 
Penzias and Wilson (1964) discovered the Cosmic Microwave Background (Cl\IB) while determining 
the noise factor of a radiating horn at a wavelength of 7.35 cm. The study of cosmology was 
radically changed after that discovery. Several powerful groups of cosmologists, and particularly 
the Russian school led by Zeldovich and his colleagues in Moscow. and R.H. Dicke and his students 
in Princeton were at the forefront of the support of Penzias-Wilson's discovery as proving that the 
big bang idea was correct (Hoyle et ai., 2000). 
The dominant paradigm in modern cosmology states that the universe became totally trans-
parent to photons when the early universe recombined at Zr :::: 1089 (Bennett et ai., 2003), moving 
from a tightly coupled photon-plasma rendered opaque by Compton scattering. to a neutral fluid of 
atoms. Since leaving the surface of last scattering - set at z :::: Zr - the photons have been traveling 
freely and randomly accross the universe, and some of them reach us today where we see them as 
the Cl\lB, emitted when the universe was:::: 400000 years old. The expansion of the universe has 
stretched their wavelength to such extent that they are observed in the (sub- ) millimetric range of 
the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Because the CMB radiation is supposedly emitted from an extremely hot phase of the evolution 
of the universe (the Big Bang), its spectrum is expected to be of a black body type. Observations 
by the COBE spacecraft in 1992 confirmed that the CMB has a very nearly black body spectrum 
(Mather et ai., 1990; Smoot et al., 1990; Mather et ai., 1994) with a temperature today of To :::: 
2.725 ± 0.001 K (Fixsen and Mather, 2002). In addition, that temperature is the same in almost 
17 
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acoustic oscillations in the power spectrum from the 2dF galaxy sample. (Eisenstein et al., 2005) 
provide clear evidence for the acoustic peak at a 3.40' confidence level. Their best fit of the large-
scale redshift-space correlation function of the SDSS LRG sample. using a ),:2 method, requires a 
non-zero dark energy component and their measurement of matter density parameter nm matches 
the CMB findings. It also improves the constraints on nk . 
CMB and Large Scale Structure clustering: The connection 
In defining a standard ruler using the SDSS LRG sample, Eisenstein et al.. 2005 introduced a 
Ho-independent distance to Z1 = 0.35 (typical redshift of the SDSS LRG sample) as : 
2 
A = ~ [ 1 Sk (JjnJ r 1 ~)l3 
E(zd 3 ZlJT!T,J Jo E(z) (3.18) 
where Sk and E(z) are given by Eqs.(2.9) and (3.12) respectively. 
The factors nk are removed for a flat universe. In its simplest form. well constrained by their 
data. Eq. (3.18) can be re-written as : 
with: 
A = Dv(0.35) ~. 0.35c . 
[ 
cz ] ~ Dv(z) = DU(z)2 H(z) 
where DAJ(z) is the redshift-dependent comoving angular diameter distance. 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
Likelihood contollfs of CDM models as function of nm h2 and Dv(0.35) were used. By marginal-
ising these contours. they obtained Dv(0.35) = 1370 ± 64 Mpc (4.7%) and then deduced a value 
of A , from Eq.(3.19) to be A = 0.469 ± 0.017 (3.6%). Tegmark et al. (2004) give an estimate for 
D M (1089), the co moving angular diameter distance to the surface of last scattering. One way to 
calculate it is by determining the so-called shift parameter L obtained using the WMAP data and 
defined (Knop et al., 2003; Ichikawa and Takahashi, 2005) as : 
(3.21) 
An estimate for I has been obtained using the best fit for the so-called WMAPext dataset (Spergel 
et al .. 2003). That best fit was obtained by assuming a flat universe and priors on non-zero density 
parameters for the cosmological constant nA and the matter content nm of the universe, today. 
In the SDSS LRG sample, Eisenstein et al. (2005) measure - with DdO.35), then A - the 
acoustic peak scale to just better than 4%. Comparing their result to the angular scale of the 
Cl\IB anisotropies gave them the distance ratio RO.35 = g~i~o~~) = 0.0979 ± 0.0036. Since the 
comoving length scales of BAO appearing in the SDSS LRG Galaxy power spectrum do not change 
after recombination, the ratio RZI therefore sets them as a possible CMB calibrated standard ruler 
to measure the angular diameter distance and Hubble parameter as functions of redshift. 
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3.2 A: The cosmological constant 
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(2.3) with cosmological constant and no matter (de Sitter, 1917). The cosmological constant was 
hereafter dropped with the evidence for the expansion of the universe brought by (Hubble, 1929). 
3.2.1 Introduction of A 
When Einstein obtained the equations of general relativity in 1915. a first roadblock was that the 
final modl"ls of the univl"rse were homogl"nl"ous and isotropic but not static. The cosmological 
constant can be introduced from a straightforward mathematical reasoning. In Eq. (2.3), the 
metric 9,,,, behaves as a constant with respect to covariant derivatives. And because G,,,, and Till.' 
satisfy respectively the Bianchi identities G::: = a and energy conservation T/~l.' = 0, there is a 
frl"l"dom to add a cosmological constant term A. under the form A.9,1l.' in the equations without 
affecting energy conservation. Thl" modified Einstein equations therefore are given by : 
(3.22) 
in units where c = 1. In the FLRW background given by Eq.(2.4) the modified Einstein equations 
give: 
H2 = (~)2 = (p _.!:.- +~. 
a 3 a 2 3 
(3.23) 
a ( A 
-=--(p+3p)+-. 
a 6 3 
(3.24) 
A sphere with comoving radial coordinate r is considered. It has a physical radius ar if curvature 
l"ffl"cts are negll"ctl"d. Using Eq.(3.24). a test particle with mass m at the boundary of the sphere 
will accelerate as space evolves as (Bergstrom and Goobar, 2006) : 
d2 (ar) (p A 
-- = - -(ar) + -(ar). 
dt2 6 3 
(3.25 ) 
Thl" mass. 1\1 of thl" sphl"re is dl"finl"d as M = 41T(;r)3 p, substituting 1\1 in Eq.(3.25) gives: 
d2 (ar) _ GM A() 
-d 2 - - -( )2 + - ar . t ar 3 (3.26 ) 
Thl" first tl"rm in the right-hand sidl" of Eq.(3.26) is the familiar Newtonian (attractive) force. The 
second term shows that the force associated with the cosmological constant is repulsive. 
Setting a = const, k = 1 and A. = a brings H = ~ = a = ~; Eqs.(3.23) and (3.24) give: 
3k 
p= -3p= -8 G 2' 
7r .a 
(3.27) 
Eq.(3.27) is thl" first roadblock l"xpl"ril"ncl"d by Einstein in his initial approach: no homogeneous 
isotropic model of the universe with p > a is possible under Einstein's initial assumption of a static 
(and closed) universe. As also later envisaged by Einstein, in the case of a dust(matter)-dominated 
universe (p = 0), Eqs.(3.23) and (3.24) state that Einstein's static universe corresponds to : 
A k 
p = 47rG' a2 = A.. (3.28) 
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P > 0 corresponds to A. > 0 (i.e k > 0) meaning that the static universe is a closed one (k = 1) 
with a radius of curvature a given by : 
(3.29) 
Eq.(3.29) states that the larger the value of P, the smaller the radius of curvature a, with the 
energy density p determined by A.. Already during Einstein's epoch the question of how big could 
A. be was implicit. assuming that it is a given IIniversal constant like G. That implicit difficulty 
resurfaced later in the 20 th century under the heading of the "cosmological constant problem" . 
3.2.2 "The cosmological constant problem" 
The smallness of the cosmological constant is one of the most challenging difficulty in modern 
theoretical physics. The filII (modified) Einstein's field equations are given by : 
(3.30) 
The cosmological term can be moved over to the right-hand side of the equation and leads to : 
(3.31) 
where T,~v = - s:cgJlv' In a local free-fall frame comoving with the fluid (i.e gJlv = 17Jlv)' T,~v acts 
like a contribution to the energy-momentum tensor of the form: 
(3.32) 
where PA = s:c can be defined as the vacuum energy density. In IInits where c = 1 = n, the 
Planck mass is rnp/ = G-~ = 1.22 X 1019 GeV where G is Newton's gravitational constant. PA can 
b . Arn2/ e re-wntten as PA = ~. 
Observations suggest that today ~ = n~ rv 1 i.e. A. rv H6 = (2.13h x 1O-42 GeV)2. This 
corresponds to a vacuum density PA : 
(3.33) 
l\Ieanwhile the vacuum energy density, Pvac , evaluated by the sum of zero-point energies of quan-
tum fields with mass m is given by (Copeland et al., 2006) : 
_ 1 roo d3 k V.2 2 _ 1 roo 2 v .2 2 
Pvac - 2" Jo (21TP k + m - 41T2 Jo dk k k + 711 , (3.34) 
where k denotes a Fourier mode. 
~ foX dk k 2 vk2 + 711 2 rv ~ foOO dk k 3 for finite mass 711. The integral in Eq.(3.34) should 
diverge as k ------> DC except if there is a cut-off scale krnax somewhere between 0 and 00. The latter 
is the meaning of the assumption that near the Planck (energy) scale rnp/. conventional field theory 
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breaks down. i.e. one can expect quantum field to be valid up to some cut-off scale k max where 
"'-' k~l(lX 
PVQC - 2 . 1611' 
Hence if it is assumed that krnax ':::' Tnp/, the vacuum energy density is estimated to be 
which is about 10120 orders of magnitude larger than the observed estimate given by Eq.(3.33). 
This is known as the "cosmological constant problem" . 
Because. from quantum theory, the vacuum energy density Pvac is proportional to the Planck 
constant n, it is assumed that the cosmological constant problem is above the framework of clas-
sical physics. where n ----> o. A relevant framework being generally considered is the one unifying 
general relativity and quantum fields. such as is attempted in string theory. Early in the eighties, 
supersymmetry was proposed as a way to cancel the cosmological constant, considering the pos-
sibility for given elementary particles to yield opposite contribution that could bring the integral 
in Eq.(3.34) to zero. However, with supersymmetry said to break down around 103 Ce V, a clear 
solution to the cosmological constant problem is still unavailable (Copeland et ai., 2006). Details 
on these aspects can be found in (Bergstrom and Goobar, 2006). 
3.3 Scalar field models of dark energy 
With the cosmological problem still unsolved, many approaches have flourished on the dark energy 
issue. The common strategy consists in inferring that the cosmological constant is zero for some as 
yet unknown mechanisms and explore the possibility that w, the equation of state of dark energy 
changes with time (redshift). Most of the models derived from that strategy strongly rely on scalar 
fields. Two s11ch lagrangians are (Padmanabhan. 2003) : 
(3.35 ) 
(3.36) 
\Vhere L quin and L tach denote the Lagrangian for quintessence and tachyon, respectively. Quintessence 
and tachyon are two types of scalar fields3 ¢ = ¢(x, t). V(¢). the potential of the field. is an arbi-
trary function. 
3.3.1 Quintessence 
The lagrangian L quin is a natural generalization of the lagrangian for a non-relativistic particle, 
where q = q(t) denotes the position. The action S associated to a quintessence field is given by : 
(3.37) 
3 A scalar field is a function of space and time, meaning that it contains an infinite number of degrees of freedom. 
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with an dJ[jU (j) = go. (3 a(3 d>ao. dJ and 0., {3 = 0, 1,2,3. 
In a local free-fall frame comoving with the flllid (i.e g/w = 171' v ). the energy density P'P and 
pressure density P<l! of the scalar field are given by : 
1 (.)2 1 (.)2 p</J = 2 ¢ + V ( d> ), P<l! = 2 dJ - V ( (j) ). (3.38) 
The time dependent equation of state w'P for the field d> is therefore: 
(3.39) 
Substituting Eqs.(3.38) in the energy conservation equation p + 3H(p + p) = 0 leads to : 
.. . av 
d> + 3H d> + ad> = 0, (3.40) 
which is the Klein-Gordon equation, governing the time evollltion of a scalar field in a potential 
V ((j)). From the ratio ~, it appears that in these models, the accelerated phase of the universe 
occurs for (<b)2 < V(d». It is also worth noting that the equation of state for the field d> varies in 
the range -1 :s; W :s; 1 and that the slow-roll limit, (<b)2 « V (d», corresponds to W<l! '"" -1, similar 
to the case of a cosmological constant. 
In a flat FLRW spacetime (k = 0), the relation 
. '2 
H = -41fGdJ 
can be derived from Eq. (2.14), hence a way to express V = V(¢) and ¢ in terms of Hand H 
(Copeland et al., 2006) : 
(3.41) 
¢ = Jdt [-~l ~ 41fG (3.42) 
The investigation of specific potentials brings a variety of quintessence models. most of them 
relying on potential energy of a scalar field to lead to the late time observed acceleration of the 
universe. Along that line of thought, models with power-law type of growth for the scale factor 
are of interest: a(i) ex tP with p > 1 for an accelerated expansion. They are generally obtained 
via exponential type of potentials (i.e V(d» ex e'P) that possess the so called cosmological scaling 
solutions in which the field energy den8ity (p'P) is proportional to the dominant background energy 
density (Pbackground). Also of interest is the fact that scalar fields potential that are not steep 
compared to exponential potentials can lead to an accelerated expansion (Copeland et al., 2006). 
3.3.2 Tachyon field 
In Eq.(3.36), L tach is a simple type of more generallagrangians associated with so-called tachyon 
fields. Its structure can be understood by a simple analogy from special relativity: 
L = -m\h - (q)2 
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is the lagrangian describing a relativistic particle with (one dimensional) position q(t) and mass 
m. A field theory can be constructed by upgrading q(t) to a field depending both on space and 
time [0 = ¢(t, x)]. (4)2 to be replaced by Oi¢Oi¢ and the mass parameter m by a function of ¢, 
say, V (dJ). The lagrangian is then 
1 
L = - V(¢d [1 - OiOLOidJL] " 
where V(dJd is the tachyon potential (Copeland et al., 2006). 
In a FLRW spacetime, the energy density p and the pressure density p are given by (Copeland 
et al., 2006) : 
p = ----;::=V==( ¢==) = VI - (~)2 
P = -V(cb)Vl - (~)2. 
Combining Eq. (2.16) and the energy conservation equation (2.15) gives: 
which shows that in this model, the accelerated expansion phase occurs for (~)2 < ~. 
The equation of state of the tachyon field is : 
p . 2 
W</J = - = (cb) - l. 
p 
(3.43) 
(3.44) 
(3.45 ) 
(3.46) 
Using Eqs.(2.16) and (3.45) brings ~ = _~(~)2 and an expression for V(¢) and ¢ in terms of H 
and H is : 
(3.4 7) 
J ( 2H) ~ cb = dt - 3H2 (3.48) 
A power-law expression for the scale factor, a(t) ex: tP , requires a tachyon potential having an 
inverse square power-law, V(¢) ex: ¢-2. Scalar-fields potentials that are not steep compared to 
V ( ¢) ex: ¢ - 2 can also lead to an accelerated expansion (Copeland et al., 2006). 
3.3.3 Phantom (Ghost) field 
Today, w, the equation of state parameter is estimated to be W = -0.98 ± 0.12 (Spergel et al., 2003) 
when making various combinations of WMAPext data, supernonae observations and large scale 
structure data. Of interest is that W ::> -1 for the above discussed scalar fields models. Phantom 
(Ghost) dark energy is said to be the driver of the expansion for the region where W < -l. That 
phantom dark energy is said to arise from a scalar field with a negative kinetic energy and defines 
a (phantom) field with an action given by (Copeland et al., 2006) : 
(3.49) 
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A mathematical treatment similar to the one for quintessence models lead to an energy density p 
and pressure density p given by p = _(t)2 + V(ctJ) and p = _(~)2 - V(6). The equation of state 
parameter is then : 
W _ p. _ (~)2 + 2V(ctJ) 
p (~)2 - 2V(ctJ) (3.50) 
~ = 0 leads to W<1J = -1. 
3.3.4 K-Essence 
K-Essence models were developed on the basic idea that the accelerated expansion of the universe 
could arise from modifications to the kinetic energy of the scalar field. The most general scalar 
field action governing thesf' models is given by (Copeland et at., 2006) : 
(3.51) 
where X = ooctJo°ctJ = 9o(30(3ctJO°ctJ with 0, (3 = 0,1,2,3 and p is an arbitrary function. This can 
lead to acceleration and scaling solutions. 
3.3.5 Chaplygin gas 
It is also possible to imagine, dark energy models involving an ideal type of fluid (Chaplygin gas) 
having an equation of state (Kamenshchik et at., 2001) : 
A 
p= --, 
p 
where A is a positive constant. From the equation of continuity 
p + 3H(p + p) = 0, 
an expression for p is : 
P=JA+~, 
where B is a constant. Asymptotic patterns are: 
VB B 1 
P rv - if a « (A) 6" , 
a 3 
fA Bl P rv -p rv V A if a » ( A) 6" • 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
Early in time, when a is smail, the Chaplygin gas behaves as a pressureless dust. In late times, 
it behaves like a cosmological constant, thus leading to an accelerated phase of expansion of the 
universe. 
A potential V can be associated to the chaplygin gas by approaching it as an ordinary scalar 
field ctJ where the energy density p = (<Pt + V(¢) and the pressure density p = (<Pt - V(¢). 
Therefore using Eqs.(3.52) and (3.53)gives : 
(3.56) 
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1 
V=~[r;;s+ A 1 2 Vfi-t~ JA+ B ;;e 
Using the relation H = (38;~1) '2, Eq.(3.56) can be re-written as : 
"- d¢ IE 
V3 da avAa6 + B 
where ,,-2 = 87fG = 87f(mpil-2. An integration leads to : 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
(3.59) 
\\'hen substitued in Eq.(3.57), a potential V corresponding to a Chaplygin gas is (Copeland et al., 
2006) : 
VA ( 1) V(¢) = - cosh(V3,,-¢) + V3.' 
2 cosh( 3"-0) (3.60) 
3.4 General case: Scalar field models In the presence of a 
barotropic perfect fluid 
In physics. a perfect fluid is a fluid that can be completely characterized by its rest frame energy 
density P and its pressure p. A barotropic fluid is defined as that state of a fluid for which the density 
parameter Pm is function of only the pressure Pm : Wm = 1.'.!:!.!.. In the present case, simultaneously 
Prn 
to the presence of a barotropic fluid. the existence of a scalar field 0 with an equation of state 
Wm = Pd. is assumed. The aim is to have a model where during the radiation and matter dominated 
Pd, 
eras. the energy density of the scalar field remains sub dominant and emerges only at late times 
to drive the current observed accelerating phase of expansion of the universe. Therefore, from 
Eqs.(2.13) and (2.14) and in the case of a flat (k = 0) FLRW spacetime: 
. ( 
H = - 2" (Pcp + Pm + Pm + Pm) . 
The continuity equation (2.15) becomes: 
P;', + 3H(1 + wm)Pm = O. 
Cosmological scenarios characterized by the relation 
Pcp = C. 
Pm . 
(3.61) 
(3.62) 
(3.63) 
(3.64) 
(3.65 ) 
with C a non-zero constant are called "scaling solutions", because in such a case, the energy density 
of the scalar field "mimics" the background fluid density. Exponential potentials are of particular 
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interest because they give rise to such cosmological scenarios. One such solution is an attractor in 
state space and whatever the initial conditions. the field will enter the scaling regime at a certain 
point. To leave that scaling regime and give rise to the observed late time acceleration. the field 
potential should have a slope shallower at late time compared to the corresponding one during 
the scaling phase (Copeland et az', 2006). Barreiro et al. (2000): Sahni and Wang (2000) can be 
consulted for additional details. 
3.4.1 Dynamical systems for scalar field dark energy models 
Dynamical systems methods allow a qualitative description of the evolution of any system described 
by a first order linear differential equation of the type : 
x = A-X ¢==? X = f(X), (3.66) 
where A is the matrix associated to the vector field f. .. ,. == ddT' where T is any suitable 
parameter. It is often convenient to take as parameter for the dynamics of dark energy T = In(a), 
the number of e-foldings where a is the scale factor. The dynamical systems method approach 
leads to investigating the behavior of the vector field f around equilibrium (fixed) points. The 
approach is briefly illustrated below with quintessence models. 
The density for a quintessence scalar field c/J with a potential V (<p) is : 
1 . 2 
Ptp = 2f (c/J) + V(dJ), (3.67) 
where f = +1 for an ordinary (quintessence) scalar field. Eqs.{3.61), (3.62) and (3.63) read: 
(3.68) 
if = - ~2 [f~2 + (1 +Wm)Pm], (3.69) 
.. . dV 
up + 3Hc/J + dcjJ = 0, (3.70) 
where /,\2 = 87rG = 87r(mptl~2. (Copeland et al., 1998; S. C. C. Ng and Rosati, 2001) introduce 
the following dimensionless quantities: 
(3.71 ) 
where V:'P = ~~. The autonomous forms associated to equations (3.68), (3.69) and (3.70) are: 
dx J6 2 3 
dN = -3x + Tf)..Y +"2 x [(1 - wm ) fX2 + (1 + wm ) (1- y2)] , (3.72) 
dy J6 3 [ 2 (2) 1 dN=-T)..xy + 2x (l-wm )fx +(1+wm) 1-y , (3.73) 
d)" r;; 2 
dN = -v6).. (f - l)x, (3.74) 
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with a constraint equation given by : 
(3.75) 
Here. an effective equat.ion of st.at.e wei I is defined as : 
PqJ +Pm 
well = + ' Pm Pm 
(3.76) 
and an accelerated phase of expansion of the universe occurs for wei I < - ~. From the autonomous 
system. a study of the st.abilit.y around the equilibrium (fixed) points is then performed for given 
potentials V(d» (Copeland et at., 2006). 
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Chapter 4 
Type Ia supernovae 
4.1 Generalities on supernovae 
4.1.1 A bit of history 
The word supernova as from its latin origin - novae - indicates something new appearing in the sky. 
In modern scientific language. supernovae are stellar explosions during which a large fraction of 
the progenitor's outer layers are blown off at high speed (the ejecta). These stellar explosions are 
very energetic events with an energy output of order the host galaxy·s. The convention in naming 
supernovae requires that their denomination begins with SN, followed by the year of observation, 
then a letter indicating the rank of that discovery in the chronology of supernovae discovery for 
the given year (e.g. the first supernova discovered in 1987 is designated by SN 1987 A). Early in 
the 20th century. Baade and Zwicky were the first to attempt systematic studies of supernovae 
(Zwicky and Baade, 1934). Late in the 70's, with still a handful of homogeneous sets of data, the 
existence of different types of supernovae was becoming evident. The sub-class of SNe known as 
Type Ia supernovae is the most important for the present work. 
4.1.2 From cepheids to SNe Ia 
The ideal standard candle to be used in cosmology should have the following characteristics: 
• Homogeneity. So that it can be used for a precise calibration of the luminosity and thus, of 
distance measurements. 
• High luminosity. So that it can be observed in the distant universe. 
• Ubiquity. So that it can be detected both in the local and distant universe. 
In 3.1.1 we ended up with the relation: 
d' = dL = ~S ( !f'In I r ~) 
L dH k V IHkl Jo E(x) , (4.1 ) 
where Sk is given by Eq.(2.9). The factor ~ is removed for flat spacial section and 
2 (H(z))2 4 3 2 (r [1 +WDE(X)] ) E(z) = Ho =flr(l+z) +Om(1+Z) +fh(l+z) +ODEexp Jo 3 l+x dx. (4.2) 
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0, is used to denote the density of the i-th component (r-radiation, m-matter, DE-Dark Energy) 
in units of the critical density Pc = ~~~. 
Determining cosmological parameters via the relation (4.1) requires the accurate measurement 
of the observed intrinsic luminosity of a standard candle. Strictly speaking there are no perfect 
standard candles. With thorough observations, some astronomical objects appear to be standard-
izable. i.e an empirical relation allows to estimate their intrinsic ftllX. Up to now. only two types of 
objects are standardizable: cepheids and Type la supernovae. An in-depth review on extragalactic 
distance indicators is given in (Jacoby et al., 1992). 
Cepheids are very luminous variable stars with a luminosity ranging from 5 . 102 to 5 . 104 L 0 . 
These are young and massive stars (from 2 to 10 1\10 ) starting to burn the helium content in their 
core. Their intrinsic luminosity has been observed to obey an empirical law known as the PLC 
(period-luminosity-color) and given by : 
< L >= Q loglO(P) + (3( < B > - < V » + '/. (4.3) 
where < L > is the star's intrinsic luminosity in a given band and < B > - < V > is the average 
K -color (reddening correction explained below). 
Unfortunately, because they are not luminous enough at high-redshift. cepheids cannot be used 
to accurately constrain cosmological parameters. Meanwhile, they remain objects of interest for 
the calibration of local distance measurements. The error budget on distance estimates using 
cepheids is said to be around 15% (Jacoby et al., 1992). During the last decades, supernovae (SNe) 
have been succesfully used as extragalactic distance indicators and original approaches for the 
measurement of distances with SNe of different types have been developed (Kirshner and Kwan, 
1974). 
4.1.3 Elements of stellar evolution 
Supernovae are born from stars and stars have an evolution globally described by the Hertzprung-
Rllssel (HR) diagram (figure 4.1). Everything is believed to start in regions of overdensities known 
as protostars. These overdensities are said to result from acoustic waves in, as well as from collisions 
between dense molecular clouds. These overdense regions gravitationally attract matter from the 
surroundings. As more of that matter (~ hydrogen, i Helium and heavy elements) accumulates, 
an increase in temperature and pressure ignites the thermonuclear fusion of protons. The protostar 
then starts to generate some energy and slowly migrates towards the main sequence of the HR 
diagram: A star is born and is maturing (Bohm-Vitense, 1989). 
Stars burn hydrogen into helium in their core. Their luminosity £ is related to their surface 
temperature Ts by Stefan's law: £ = 47r(J·R2T1 where (J = 5.67·IQ- 8 W·m- 2·K- 4 is Stefan's con-
stant. While its hydrogen content is being burnt into helium, a star, in hydrodynamic equilibrium, 
evolves along the main sequence of the HR diagram. Any evolution beyond the main sequence 
depends on its initial mass. According to numerical simulations, two scenarios are possible: 
If the mass of the star is greater than rv 8 solar masses, i.e. a high mass star, the 
thermonuclear fusion will last for a few millions years. The star is then hot and very luminous (104 
to 106 £0). Once the hydrogen content in its core is exhausted, the latter contracts, as there is no 
longer enough energy produced to counterbalance the inner gravitational pull. The outer layers of 
hydrogen also contract and start burning into helium. 
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I'i~ure 4.1. H"top""'"I_R""",1I d,,,_qmm ,~pm"'/"'9 the absoJu/, m"9n1!~d, 1M 1~m!'w"'~1 '" a 
J~ndj"" nJ '~'!"n ' I"'nl.'m''''~ (m' "olor) "f ".,/'" T, n,J.'<1"/u,y ,,»d oolor " r< 1'q",ooJ",t ",au" 
,'tar> a1'< ,'e<n a,' a p<rfect 01"". IvdV. Mo, ! oj Ill" ,oi«r>' "" I",,""d «Io"~ 1/", me'" "-"1'''''''-'' of 
Ih , HR ",aqrnm and ,pend Ih,jr M, /mee ourntn~ hyd''09en ;nlo hel'"1n. Th.e,,' , uo"'I" ,n! ",oJ" '"on 
d'p<nds on Ih"r m!l,,,1 n"" ,_ F,," m",Y ,1,/,,,10 ""m~1t (Bohne hi","", 1989) . Soure< (http 
,I /u'u'u,hip_oo,put Jri h'pp«rcv,./ Se"dT,I;maye> ./h'pphr/',jpg ) 
>\1 t hi;; sl"l(~. {he slm h"" re""hro {he temlX"rature rcqllir~d to , tart fll'in~ the helillm mnt,oll' 
of it. core into ~arUon, lJitrt>f(en, oXY~"lJ, noon . silicium and finaliy iron, {he most s{able clement i~ 
""ture_ This proc,,". of ~lI('f~y prodllt'liolJ IS klJOwn as the ("NO cycle (Bethe , 19,m ) On t h~ HK 
di~~""m, this .ta~.· .-urrt<;[>OlIds 10 all ~,.ulnlion alon~ the horizoNI,,! "'''"ch of the HH <\i'Wam 
(fi~nr~ 4.2). Toward, tJ;.. ~od of it, lifNim~, that "tar is ;truc\ur«i in lay~rs fornl<'d by motcri"l, 
.. ith ill(reasin~ .{omic m&,,-, ""' une u1O,·'" loward" th~ COre (fi~ur~ 4.3) . ("llrr~nt .stim"t"" ~i\'e" 
',"n\>€l"a\nr~ uf "" .... ral billion Je~j''''''' ana a tlew;J\Y of ~ lO"y/ emo in ,lt~ COre , Oct.il, on Ihi;; 
"nbj"'" can loe founa in (Bohm-Vil~Il"" . 19~~) _ IL i, g~n~L'ally "'lmiltt'tl tlta, the ~,'a"italional C(l!~ 
mllavoe of a higl. mas, ,tar lUouna ',ho ~ll.l of i", lif~tim~ ;,. the phy,ieal )J"ot,,,,,"' wjtlerlyiJl~ th~ 
o",PI uf. type II sUf"'rIlOV". a typo of SN~ tht j,; 1001 of ,iKnifit'l>Jl\ imJ>"rcalt('" fm lh~ J>,'t<;elll 
,",ork. 
tn {he opposite case. if the initial n""" of 'he ,tar is s,,,a llrr , h,," ~ 8 ."I"r ",,,,"rs. 
th~ f",i<>n pro<= in tIl<' core ~r~ , lo .. w b"~"",,,, of smaller v~lu,," for {he c~lllr"t pm'''tro ""rl 
t~IUf"'atllm d",n ill th~ pm"io", c""'" In p~Tti('"I"r. hyrln'!l~ll fmiml int o lwlimn "an l,..,t, fm 
,0\'or,,1 hillion, of y<'''''' \\,h~n th~ hy<i rOl!CTl con,.,l1 of t,ho centra l lay<''' i, ~xh"",t."o, tho ollt~r 
laye" uf hytlwg~n al", toOll,,,,d anrl , t"rt hmning into h~limn_ l'h~ l.~liulll pr<><\uc",l adtl,;, uJ> lo 
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figure 1.2: Theoretical ~volutionaIv track on an Figur~ <I 3: A model of the onion like inter 
Hf( ,j,,,!!,,,,,, f", ~ big], on.,., .t"' (Ai > ~ ".~, ,,~l ,1.1' ,0<'''''' o( ~ ],igIH'''<'' " .. ',,",,'!>.rd, 1.1., 
nlaOO<'ll). hi, "nerally admitted that til< I(ravit. end C>f it. lifetime. It;' 'MIL fanned by 
,ioo," c","" ",11,,1'''' ,,{ " big], on,,,, ".", an,,, od Un' ,(]a1.c<i~l, w i, I, inn,'''''i"~ M",n ic t",.;s "" we 
end «it, lifetime io the ph..y,ic.] pro,-,,", underlying mow '..,.'ard, I I", t'...... Sot,,,,. (1<111' 
the "''''''' "I ~ 1ypo.'" " lp"l'Hova. S<,,,,o" (hUp !i"r~mia1!o.f1'''''.f1'!lma9','!oi9nonE_,~if) 
.I I y""~"M"j" _,."",L"""',lIIwn;",I",.1 IIOj1J22_1 ~ 17.jpy) 
dO<' moss of th., ('om, ",hid, "t. t.h"t. ""g~ is rl" g"""Tate i_,,_ t h" (we h","" "tTI'll gth,'",,,-j mutual 
" pnl,ion of ~"'etmn' for<'in~ p",,), oj I...,. into high,'r ( ' ll("~y ,1,,1<,,_ lIN".,,,,,, of that oi"g"~"r~'T th" 
pm"'''T<' "' almo"t inoi"l"'noi"~ 1 of I,'ml" ''''"!''''' i.p. t hP n,,,a! PTe,"""'" mg "l ati~ g t hp "'lnilib,inm of 
tbe ,tar no 1()llger Idd ",..-1 du" to their "",ng d"\-''''.)(>l1<,), 011 teml~'ratum, ,ullaway tl"'JIIlOllueLe"" 
fu,;on, ,,,,n ,><:c u, . 
..1.0 IIlore awl more by"" of hr<lmg€1l M" bUrllin8, tb. «Wot outn on<" an' bl""'11 olf by ,ub-
""juellt core €x\-'Iill>ioll, \-'1"()dncillg a decreaK€ of the ,urface t€IIl~'"'''tum of the ,tar , which th"11 
experie"",," a redd€lli n~, III a Hll. diagram, the star - arouw l lhi, Slag€ - eyolv,", &!ollg the n,J 
Gwnl B,mlch. Afwr ~ olle Lillion rearS, th .. WIIl~€rature in the core io high .. ,~) ugh to i~lli te th€ 
[u,;o" o[ helium into carLon alJ<.\ OXH"" By inducillg an €xpalls;oll of the core, tlk· suLost,q,wlll 
0118<'1 of !h€ Helituu fl""h >!..ge break.-. II", wevailillg inl.erllal de~en.racr aw l triggerS all iIIl~ortallt 
ej{~""oion of the ,tar leadill~ it lIllo the red giallt ' \"8P 
At SOIIle \-'Oillt in t im,', Ihe ,tar €;'ol;.." a!()ng Ll., Horimllta! B''''Kl, of Ih" Hl-! diagram m'€r 
a ~t'Ji()d of a hundrpd million Y"M', Som"",h"r<' t hP,,,. t I., high ly ,'m"gNic pho!om ,'min,,1 hy 
th •• lac 1~",d()min"nUy ill tl., CV rallg€) ioni.,' thP ga, "mtpnt. of th ' pi,,,t,, (mo"tly hydro~ml. 
Ili\rogell, oXj'g€llj, ",hich tl.'n lM"om,,, ;'i,ibl" a.< piandan) ncb"/n,,. 
Fill&!I)', when the H€lillIIl ",nt .. nl ha., t.,pn "xl",,,,,,,I, tl.'m io a ",Ibp'" of IhP ".."I~lIl.oxy~ml 
!:Ore du<' to it, OWIl pavit y. 1h, n'm~ini~g th"'m()~"dpaT f"'ion ""<OUT< i~ a~ ~lm",,1 ,,~tic .hell 
arouw l th,,1 """. As th,' innm, Ipml~,rat n'" "' ~{)I high ""')lJ~h ill ignit.p <o~,I~m fll,io~, th,' 
comLu,t;on ill tbe €x t€rr",llayero ,j()wly di,,, onl amI " .. lim , th" m,,,. of th" n'mainillg hydn!j!"" 
r<eaches a threshold of ~ 10-·',\1" (llolllll-Vile",,,,, l~~~), the ,br >tart, ,",01in8 dOWIl, It i, lhell 
prcUomi"alllly mad€ of carLon am] OX)'gt'1l with a t"t ~1 m a,", sIIlaIl~r t hall the CI"'lldra._€khar limit 
I~ I.HH::,.I. It "ools Jo"n fmtMr by raJiating tho r€mailling e",-,rlO' a,.1 enclo up "" a ~hi te J~·arfo 
a ,Iar ;,' d"ad. An illu'lmtion u[ th~t thoor<:tical cvolution&J,)' track [or low mO." ,lars is ~hen in 
fig"n' 4.4. n.-t ~ils on thh , ,,bi<'ct ,'an be fau"d in (Bohm-VitcllSC. 1989; Chri'tcn"""-ll~l,,!,:aarrl 
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l'i~nre 4.40 n""",·I.imi ""'''''/''''''''11 I"",l "" "" Hit d""J"u,, [",." I,>\<, m'.", ,I(lr (M < 8 "~"r m'"',,,,') 
II'h'I" d~'w-[, (IT'<' !wi",[ <no Aa.q" for tll(~ I~p< "f ,.Ia" and Ih,~ aT'<' "<n ". fa1."'~f'1t< ;m>\I<mtor' for 
T~", 10 ",pert""',,, 8o~n'" 11<1/1' / hrw,d~mnl.n·o",,, .,,,,,,/a,j,·o/,:rn"g,,. /j,",'rn",,);f' I",,~·-I,,·.jpyi 
109~) lis presented in the nexl seCliolls , whil~ dwarfs arc ""'" as [a;-ounte l>l'ogcnitors for Type 
b '''perno,"'e, the sub-type of SXe relcwml to (he present ""ork 
4.1.4 Observational classification of superuovae 
1100t o[ th~ time, ,uperno,",w cla"ificat.ioll b reali,,,,l ll,"n~ informatioll !'rum .heir sp.ctra moody 
()h"'incd a ,hart t nne "[(er the cxplooioll_ Whell a supemu"a O<"curs, til. mallcr (ejecta ) io; ~jO<"\ed 
at high 'P'"'"d A, ,h""lTl in figu,~ 4,6, sh<lrt ly "ftc, the cxpinsioll. spec",,1 rcaturCl< cvol\'c ~ui te 
rapirlly The exp"nding ,hell 01 g'"' is optic" ll" \hk~ mcaJlill~ that ""C "'''illly ob<-cn 'c "b/<orptioll 
lim,,; in the "pectrnm 
Th. fi" t ol"" ,-",tional ~h,"ific"l i"n w"" intmdn<'cd by (~ link"wski, 1941), He d. hn .. d 1"'0 
d""",,, of Iyp'" Ih~1 ",.,e ' imply n"lH",1 1 'm~ 1 L The main diff .... erx:~ IwtwH'n \n.. ,.,,,, '"'P'" "am,' 
[rom .heir re'l""'li\'e "I""'tn: 'I'ypr II ""1"'rno,,", hm¥' hydrogen 1m" , in their .putm (nolaMy HQ 
and H~ ) ""hil,_ IIIP'_ J du nut, 
Wilh time. diiIerelH'", 'tarled al'p. arillg ~mong type J ' " p"rrx,va<' '1'10('}' r,m I", rh'<"lifi ecl int.o 
two groups: -' UIII' oj /1,,_ typ" 1 SN,_ u:h,oi/ "tron,g ,i/;l.'Ol1 (8; 11) line< in their <p"<:1", with 0 Hghlr 
cu)", ,""Jy ",_c"Yn'-"lll!le lIy Il Jorge" B_l>and p"aic lummo<ity 'l'hey !I!<' 1Y' qi11"n th , name oj 1y1'" fa 
;u j>':mum,. The ot.he,. n...:am,' t"'pe 11> ()f h: d. pending on whether thcir 'P<""\rum ,uggest a h'rge 
Or ,mall helium Nmt""t """P. "th-e!"·_ A, ilI", t rat-.:l in figurc -1.7, tYI)C 1I "re much less luminous 
than Type I" T}'p~ 11 ~l"" h",·, " ,u1:>-d ~,"ihc"'-ioll <i<>pelldillg Oll the shal)C of .heir ""opO<"the 
lighl_"mv~ (_ figure 4_7)_ '1'1 ... globo'l d""oih,'ation schome for supcnlO,"'e is ~iv('U ill fi!(lue 4,5. 
Con8i~e)in g t he [,",I d.".ade, of "Upcrll"Vac ch""<1£tcri.alioll. two maill streams of criticism l,""e 
~merg..J : 
• It d,,,,, wi grOllp 8llpe",ova~ """"rding to their astr"phv8ical origill: it is generally admitted 
th~1 '·n '" n, Ih and Ir ' " pe)novac de". l<1p from (gravitatiollal) core collars<' (Filil)cllko, 1997) 
and Type Ia frum t.h " )JIwn"d~,,) exph"ion, (,'" pr=n\ed hel",,·); . 
• It do cs not [ully acc()Ullt [," t.he wi~ e \'ariety of 8upernon,e (figurc 4.1i)_ 
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Flgu 'e I.S' ('ju, .. /i",!i"·,, oj."v<",,,w. baud 0 .. (II, 'p<d,u a'ound I"'ok ju'mno" l ~ Ipi", ,, .. pI,,,,, r l,,,, ,) 
on" II~ '/'"f'" Qf (h, I' .~htcun:', 1\0",}1 .'~l'<"'~'''' /Ian h.J'oq<n 1",<> In th", ~I'ro (""lo;l~ II" and 
H~) ",,,I. top< I do ,,,,L SO~ff-' (r.,,,u.,,, ""d h,nll, .. I~.'I'IJ-
n"", " num 
f ,«lIte ·\ 6. Spal,. Q/n'J'<mn, ... ~J th.!_ mom ,""', "'/f.hnds,," , "OT<I .... ~'U, .""<1"' ..... _ 
"''''''''~m ¥I ..,.. ...... , rom~.....d . . \"ddl~ .<;o,~, 'P"</'. w.a/",Il<'d ,h,. • .. <d.< <>Ito ... anm"", 
R,qIu Iwl"d "d, .",.""" "',' l'" of'" ...... "m~'" I~. "" .. , ",,,,,,,","1 h",'d<",('~r ..... ,d'~/'I .. ;d 
.~ ... "' ( hmjM. IPIII:IJ-
'1.2 T h e rmo lluclea r super novae: Typ e la s u p e r novao 
".:.l. I \\'hat do we know ,,1"'111, T .VI '" la SlIP'>Tllova" ., 
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Fig",... 4,7: Schrmal" j'gnlru""',, of Ihr "'0;" ~~I"'" "f ,"'1"'''''''''''''' Ihmufih 0 H_ban" [diu ("""I,,,,d a", .. n'; 
\'nfl '" = 1100 a'lY",,,,,,,,j, SN, 10 a'" d'adv 11", fI"'S' b .. mi~o"" 00]<'1, 'l'h, "~'''' for SA, 10 mdud.", 
SHe Ie 0' .,<'1/ (thrV ha,,' "",da,- , !,'ctm",,,,!,;c a"d ph"lo"'rt,.;c pmP<'rl'"'j, and ",!""srnt. an a'~m9<" 
TI" Il'>'i",,1 "!na ',<a~" i"" SA, II-I ' I,' ,<iW'u,"" '{1" 1'f"'''''~ or SN 1987A ;, 10 h'yMyhilh, fad Iha' ,om,' 
,_movo, connot be cio",ji, d m onv of th, known cot<i/O"", 'h,>< a", ,ol/,d ))<"""/10" ,,","''''' Sou,,~ 
(F,I,!",,,,o, 1,'!!l7i, 
• If l l", sp.""". ""e laken" shmt lime (" 07 d",,,") aile' ll", ""'plosiun , the 8urru umlill~ shell of 
~as is Slill opticall,Y thick ~Ixl mainly ~bsorlion lines are ob..",,.,d, A, ill"strated in fIgure 1.~ , 
the SN la i. ill its pIWiu"p/I!"'i, ph,m ~;n(l the "sean" ill fi~"re 4,10 ocbe Ulat ielllly d"8Cribes 
the evolu lion of ihe ~lwtu.s~I",,'e ~I~l Ibe sl-"'e\r~1 fealmes, 
• On the u ~posile, if Ibe sl-"'etr~ Me lake n s,,,,,,ral w""ks ~fler Ibe I-"'ak ill lUminosily, mOSlly 
~mi",iOl\ IiI"" aNO obscrw"l, as 11", sllrroll udinl: ' hell is morc traI>'lwrcn\ to pho\oll" Tl", 
' I"""'" a1'C 11"'11 ><aid to be ill \1", ncoulM p/W><' ffil:"'c '1.9), 
for cl"""ific"tion pmposes, the spo'etn used ar~ mootly taken Jw-in,o; die phutuspheric plll<S€ 
From tl",,,, 'I)iftra, SSe la are re"'l(nh,ed b'y the aOOcIW€ of h,Ydroi(en lilles <Illd the pr"""Ij('C 
of broad iiI"'" dll(, \0 hi,o;h velocities uf lhe ejecta, Sl\e b ~re cirar""kri8ed by a d",,~ ahs"rptiorr 
tWllI(h ~wuI~1 C1511 ang,troUls (re" [r~Ule) prod"",;d by bl""dlifted Si II A\63,!7 , G371 ; eolledi,,,,I,Y 
ca lled MJ~5G alld "",'ogniz~IM by ~ dlar~der;,;tie p-eH IIi pwfil<'(fi~me 4,1l), Tile "l"'dmm ~lso 
has SOme lilles cumini( [wm illlermecli~k·Ol"'" elemelll, like c~ki"m C~ II (Jg34 ang"WIIL>, 36fu 
all~'l rom' "nd 8G79 ~n,o;stwms), m~~nesi uUl 1!g II (H~l an~'lrums), s ulfm S II (5'1~~ ~ngslrums, 
5G12 allgslrums alxl 5~t,1 ang>irom» "" ""ell ,.., "xyg~n 0 I (7773 "ng>trom», o.t~ib un t.he,., lines 
e<lll be found in (filil-"'nko, jgY7; ,*ib"nd~l!t , 2IU I) , Laler un, the,., illlermediale-mas, elemenls 
are repl"',."J b'y irol! l'yl-'" , lemen!> II",! m""dy "PI",,,r ill emi"ion line, (UOl<e" ,/ Ill, 1\1£171, 
Kuowu fact. fro<11 thdr light._cur"" 
Supernovae light_curv,", provi<k " lot of informalion, 'H",y nrc gcn"rally ob .. "il",d from 'I~'rially 
desil:lled filterS that ""l"d a Ira<1.ion 01 the incoming light. from th e "'''lH''', Pigllre 4,12 ~ive, 
an example of SN. b lighh:mn." ubt.ai"",l t,hrol!~h rliffer~nt lilte" , Uy ('on"""tio,,, the origin o[ 
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FigUl'~ 1,8: Upt",,,! $p<ctra of ,,,,me SN, '" Ih, ~hoto3phm(' ph"" ($Ofll!' doll' "fl'" P""< iumi"o,<!ly) 
I a~,j c "'pm,enl 11m.' "/1,, "/",,,,,,,j JJ_oon.! max!m1<m and Inn" "ft", um mila"",, .~"pecti1"IV' II" 
gn",/Ully admlUw Ih"1 Me 9ft.l",latw,,"1 wUap,,' of M, co'" of a h,¢ ma-" ,'Iw a .. ound i.I,,, ""d of ;1, 
11f'~me,. the "hY,<1cal P""'"'" und,d\Nn~ M, on:><1 of" 'yp< II """,mom The main h"" of th, ,,,,,,'1m 
"'~ ,dcni,ji",l. Sou,,,, , (I' ;/'T",n'o_ 1997) 
lime i, MfillNl wl><-n the li~ht._ curw ."""he" ii, l"'ak lumi nmity in the fl-hand' (.loIi"'"' - 4.1[111 
an~sl'OJm) Tdat;-T' to tl><- &=ll ,y.v'm (&,,,,,11. 1990) Th"" 'lag~, aTe notiNCahlc on most nf 
til('m : 
• The i""rease Obeerwd ill the ll-banu , Sl\e Ia teach the peak of Iheir IUmiuosit}' m ~j)­
proximately l~ day> afler II ... expl("'~JIl. (Rie"" ,I aI., 1\I1h) , u~~e'" an a"'H'ag~ ,'aIue of 1~ ,~ 
u~\'>, 
• The maxim um: It i , r~ach",l ~adier iu the I-ba.nu than iu lhe ll-bnnu with 1<-11 a,'er~j(~ 
iut~n-~I of ~ (Ji..v" III l~rm' of colrn', lhe SN~ Ia ,1M" hom hlue Lo ,'eJ hom Ihe maximullL 
",,,"ards. A ~amsioll or a pol},r>omial COn miXlel (ht ""'lion (Commdro d al" 2(00) 
L Th,' d.o", of ,I., B_Bon" .. H" ,om".."",i, "'" Jilt,,· m '~r<"'o""' ,o.mol_ " "",," on ti., "i,,"'~ ~",#_ 
om of 'M .. 0.\,1'01., i" "0' ",,.,,,,,.'h "'9'"" ," n,;.,M"»,,, ""', and ,m ", ,,,,,,ii",,fj,y of "II," c"n,'min,d 
,'ano:"ftj"""o,, f,v,,, B·Ix,,," hs>io'""',." (F"",clli. 2004) 
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Figm~ 4.9: Opl,roI Sl"'''''V "f ""'". s,v,· '" lh,-",hiM r'/um (,m.,,' """"h., "fI'" I~"''* 1"",,,,,,,,tyJ. , """ 
T """,><nl tim . aft,,. ob",."," 1J band mo"m"m an" j,m, aj'" c"", collap" .... 'P'Ci!1'ely. It i" y",,,aUy 
admdted that th, qrnt'''atlO''''/ coIiap.," of th, .co". of a high mos •. ,/ar "ro~nd the ""j of Itt i1j,Mm<" tit, 
l'hy,i",[ 1""''<'·'' un,kdy,,,~ ih,' 0",,<1 of a lyJ!" /I '''/'''-''0'''- I'h, mam lin'" of Ih,- 'I"'cica o,c.' ,d,·tJifi'" 
s"""'<: (F,hpmko, 1997) . 
• Th., Je<:",a>e - Tllt're i, all eXI'(Jllenlial ut'Cre .. ", ill \I", l ."Y and hI"" mllg" (U andll-ooHtl,j 
while in lh€ infrar,,J range (from I-band onward,) lh,' iight-cun'e Jlresell!S a second \Wok 
aro UI ... 121 w:l(l d •• .'", afler U-L-'Il'l m~ximum, I'illalllx. [WUl5() 1.0 12\) (by, onwa:r,ls, SN" la 
lig!l1.<;urn,;; ,]",,","" unif"ImjX in all,h., La11(/'; (L€ibundgul. :!Inl) , 
In doillg ""mology wit b SNo h nno lmmt frmn "",,'rion 3. 1 .2 ,,1~Hlt 1 h~ import"''''' nf prnl"'riy 
knowin~ tlw f"'~k H-b;l.l1d mo~ni tnM~' we ll 0, """nr"l€ly "'tim"lin~ th~ Hnhb le con,to ll l (110) 
1'lw mo" O(""lIr"t~ V"lllO' h~,"~ heen obtoin<'<i from Sl\e 10 ",ao,"-<" <li"~nc~' b.wo 1:>c~n "'timot,,] 
[WUl C~pheid,. An a'"N"ge valll~ nf MR - -19 .• ~ ± () I ~nd Ai< ~ - 19.5 = 11.1 h .. , h.nen mea.-mred 
[rOOl ~ wI of €ighl SNe la (Sal", d aI .. 1999), 
The Standardization of SN~ I~ lnmin()"iti~" 
A, "~t.,,j ah",'C_ Sl\~ 10 ,aow" ~ Iobal homOl:onoity in tll<'ir <p<'Ctml "nd photomotri(" PTOpcrt.;",. 
When '~nitting f~w I"'"llli ~r 01"" , til<' tn"jorit v nf t il<' ,,,,in 11,,1 popllbtion do ~::;:bihit taM n\'er~1I 
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Tbe time seriCii of lpectn i, B ''CAT Scan" of the SupemOVR 
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Fij(Ul'C 4.10; A ",o,mai1< 1""'; of th, I,m< ,,'o/ui1cn of a ""p"mot'O sptct",m, As the 'J"ta ,.rpand> and 
cool" dQ,,'n_ th, cot<imuU'", @d j,,~, P'''I",r/"" d,"n~, 'I h , ro/wl'''''l'h, n' m,,,b ,,, Ih, 'J"'i" ~nd lim" oj 
J,jJ",ni ,I<m,ni, opP<"-',r o! dijJ'ffn! pho",. Sou,"".- (FoIo!,lh. 200{i. 
hmn()gcncu),. The ccntl'allac( in them locin& nan""l ,Iuflduflliwb/,' m"JI" tests u~u tLe small 
uispc,s;'--'n (<1 < 0.4 magllituJcs) iu lLeir 13·haud I!.hsolu!.e magnitHue al maximum light as ~"i-­
""ncN in tIl<: analysis of a lat&c ""( o[ SSe Ill. ill tl><: 1'I!.uge ()_()l < z < 0,1, the SO called H"Ilb/, 
flow. (Halllu)' ,I ai, (1900) , Ri~8S d ai, (H~~)), III 1.1>< IlHbhle flow, th~ Iluloble di"!':null i.> "'eU 
a\ll))'oxilllaled by a l;lleM bw (hro ugh the IlHbl~e \lMamet.er (ar. _ i; 1. a.IJJ the \l"<"uiM ",lo('i("" 
.--.( j(al",,;cs al'(' ",,~lij(ilok- \\'I><:ll compareu Lo lLe r"""",;,jOll "do"i(,es, l:n[orlwlaldy, as iilusll'at~u 
in tl>< !oP of figure 4 1:1- a ,,'" (),4 ~i"pe"ion in m"~nil",l", COTT<"POOO' to relaliw flllctnat,iolls 
of ~ 4tio/c in flux lea,)in& to ~i.'Nrili'" oj' _ 2:l'lc in ~i ",an"" ",tim.lM; 
Tll<C sah'atioll COmCS from Lhe [aeL tLat bright", SN,' fa .,Iu",-, "",,,d,,, lighl""''''''' (i.,' .l()"~:,- 1"",."-
cvol~lwnj and uk!' t~,-,'u, ThaI rdAtioll ",as firo! "l1&&",lcd hy (P;kov, kii , 1977) (Phillip", 1993) 
f'>inwstigo ted it usinj( far Lo:tt~t '111ali\y data ou SNe la, It i, lLe ('Orn€rololle of the . taudaruiealioll 
of SN~ [a lllmin""iti", On top of that ,tandardieat;'--'n. an a(loqLLa\~ Il'~atlocnt 01 ex!ilwt;'--'n i, 
r"'4(}i",<I, tt", 'tnd) of SN,> ra in th,> Hubble flow iJ1J'Ollj(l}' hd!J<Xl to addte"" that (lSpcn thonk. 
tD Ligh <jllRlity ~~I~ ~,",ibh'" in tho! Tonge In th'> Ii,,! stamlardiwtion m'>thod 'h"k)p"~ by 
(Phillips, [99:1). one intr.--.du"''' I h,> 1"',"llI,>j,'>T Lim "" 0" th,> amount in magnitlld'> of If", rk><T<>o'~ 
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Fi~me 4 . 11 ' rh, Il'Piml I'-Cygni p"oj,l, a",x;al.,o " ,,10 Ih, Si II ab'"'P','on I"" on S .. V,' la wdm 1/ 
" 0", 10 " mp,dl~ e"l"lnelm~ "tmo,po"", The ~tm",phe" ~;,O'"' 1o, o,,'~om9 photon, "n" ""em1t, 
th, m ",o/mp,,·aiJ. Th, ,~.qi,," 1",,,,1,.1 1>et1,.~"'" II" ,."'" """ th" ,,"sm.'" ,. ~pp"",,,Il1n,q 'h, I~t"',·. '/ h,' 
''''M·'I",,,I "o.,"'PI",,, I;", "f'I~"'" &Iu,-,hof',d.- fo.- SN, In, ;1 ;, "",,,,,,,,,111 1.1l, /'/"",/4,,,,1 Si II )')' 63,7. 
6371 ("oIl<X'~"d~ """'0 )'6!1S5) re,mltm9 In the d"p "",o'P/,on Im~gh oro'mo )' 6JIX! (r"t jm"",), SOU,", 
(http , /i ,>< p<r!!ova.lbl .qo"i ~ dnk"s(n/tuto",,,1 ip "~9njil'<.'~.qnL!'~"".}P9) 
of the B-bar.:llightcurve between maxi mum light ~nd 15 day' arteL After <",rectiun lur utinctx>ll, 
a ,lrOlIS ""ITel"t~ '" wAA fi,u",l be("""fl timl' and I"'~ lumi!.",ily ((1 < 0,1 ma~) (Phillipt; tI "I ,. 
1m), .-\ tentativ~ exp la.uat ioll [()l' (hat cunelal.,n iSl'resented in sediun -1.2.5 below 
(RiC&; el ~I" 1990) have ,\<ov€k)ped a """und aPl'roach by bringill)j (he ti"'I ' mcthoJ [urll.cr 
into lh~ multi-color li~I'lcur,.e , hal'" ","tll'><.1 (1ILCS), The ~ ILC S is an ",h-m",~d lll('tltOd allowiHg 
to fit the ,dalioH Ix-tw""", ~ak abrolutc magnitudes ""d light<ur\'c s hapes for S<'\'cr~l color, 
,imultaneou, ly 0,,,, 01 it, main advant a~cs b lo aIM)'" ll'" i,,,,lusion of th~ ~~tinetion cofroction 
in 11", pro<'cs, of s\allrlmoib,tion (Fol"td IL ZOO·l). E~tinction is kno,,"'n 10 be color de])<,ndCH\, 
Le oiimmcd object' appear ,edder aloe! the lutal abbOrpl~>ll i" propurtiulJal to the redrlcniHg, .-\ 
\hirrl approoch and simpl~.I· OIl<' i, based on the capability of repn.:lueing thc ran~c of obS<'rvoo 
hghh'un'~ ,hapes by '(Iddling ur contracting the (j"", IU;'; uf "template lighlcurve by a ,j,dch 
Jo.'tor s (Pcrlmutt~' oj "i , 1!!97), l'igur~ 4,la (botton;) ilho;ttat es a fillal rc,u)( ~'hen usilJ~ lh~ 
'l,'Neh factor m"tl~.:l A d;,;pe"'ion of (1 ~ 0.18 i, typical lor the ullTenl m",,"ure"'Pnts of SNe 
]a in the Hubble flO.i . wbpn usiug t~ lb,oo metho,k Aft er CUlT,",'lion for "''''ertain(;'''; al.:l 
errors in ro::lshift dne to pe<uli~r ,·dodt;"'; (~3 110 km/.), ill\ imrinsic prc<"i,ion ~ 0.12 (6';{ in \h~ 
di,t,mce) i, obtain,,, for SN~ I" (Folatdli 200-1) 
Some uncertaitltie, ? 
III th~ [ollo"illg we hiRhlight tb,,,,. or the 'najm ,liflicull.i", lbi!l ,till plag'''' what;'; kr."'·Il from 
SNr la's li~I"'ul'\'cs; 
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~~'W!r) U+1.D _ 
~~=~'-;C;:"~-=' :'--'::'0-94D 960 980 10C10 1020 
JD 1245OOXl+) 
Fi~llTe ~.l2: 1.,yhl<'u'H .• foe tl!, 7!J1'" fa SN l!!9Si)u 10k", tiIeO,,'}!! [i/JI'R/JIlK fii/,e" "n~rm~ 1/", 
",a,~lmqtll "'''I'< from the mar_infra"" W "''<10Ie. SOUfU (1.,,;undlr"i,21I01I) 
• The differeH~e ill light ~Ur""S 
fHorl~' in tb~ us<: of SN~ I~ as &t~nJ""di£ablo: c~"Jlt'S (PhilliPI', 1993; Hanm)" and ct at, 
1993), it ~'as shown that th(n is a blroll", corr€lation bdw""n the I'€"k G-banu brightneSb 
and t il<- chAAgc in n,agnitud~ me""Ul'ed 15 da.,." aft,'l (Jl.m"j. TUM correlalion initially 
of=l'w'd on a small ,~t· of dal.a "-Ao lA(~r cOlLfirmed by (Rie" d ul., 19lH; II "IUuy d aL 1~~')J , 
Sharp crilici'm' Were mi....:i by (Rowan-n"bim<)JL 2( Xrl) when he bwu~hl ""me ~vi(l~nc.., thal 
Un -.:'>""', r~hlk)lj i, weakf'r Ih~n "tale<! if lh~ anall'""' i . ,,,,,II>:I,,d to " "p<'rHOY>«' ob .. "",1 
b.>(ore maximllm. Not witho{anding I h~L a ""noell'U.' i, pre"ailing: on S.\"€ h. conoildering that 
afler cOTl"("Cth)n for that c,ulTelaliOlL tlK- di'l><"rsion is only aoom a "" 0.12. cOfl"""ponding tu 
an otnc<'1"tainty on {he tru~ d,stanc~ uf '" G% (H)latd li. 200 I) . 
• Do SNe la <->vol,,<" with r<"ds hift. ., 
A gen~raJ Tll ie of thumb i, that"n ewnt"t , '" I i , = n when the uniWl""" L, ~ on~ third 
of it" pr,.,.,n, "1(0. TIX" correlation b<"\WC("tl intrinsic luminOl'ity and d("Ca,· time i, co lihratcd 
at kn" red'hilt. A nat","l qU<><lion "ri,ing In)m that i, whet her SKe ta urn.crw<l"1. '""Tion, 
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Figure 4_i:J' r"V 1i_1",,,1 '1'''.''" oj 8,\,,, I" ii~ld"""'., (."(""rl~. 8'>1< fa ",,1./, ,"i01Oiy n'ol""yi>.yM('um·, 
ar< bn_qhter than 01''''Il9< and ",,-,,,_ver,,a, Th. d1sptr,,,,n m 1m". oj fltrt " " I,mal,·d /" /o •. ~ .IIX, BoU",~ ' 
The ",me l'ghl"""", "ft,·,· II" "ml""U"n "f 1/". lim, ,",.-i, "f 1/" liyi,"·""'·' by" ,I" M, f,,,-I,,," h", /O",n 
"Ppll.o. Th" d"PET,!On In m"gmmd", "pp<ar. "9wnmntiy "'"'''''" tha" ,n tI" lop, Sou""" (I-'<rlmutt,r 
.t .1.. 19fJ7), 
"Ix>ch, of the nni\'e"", exhihit e,ln,i>1"nt allrl "Irong enollgh ,imibrities for them 10 be ll",~i 
ill co,m.ok,J>.)-'_ In other w(mi>. to he n-, for robn"!. work in (''''m<)~>g)'. it i" n .. """,,,y trult 
SKe b do 110t e \'oh" ()l' only mikily H,,'ent wmk on th~t problem """m 10 inrli('ate that 
SKe I ~ do not evol. ... sign ifieantly (GO()h~T am1 Pnimntter, 1'1%; llIe ll ,/ aL~: llr&neh 
d ai, 2()Ol) as iIlll,trat ... 1 in figllr~ 4.14 P,,,,,,,nt.ly. two ~p"ro~chte< h~ye l~\en ",iopt<,d hy 
ob",[',"limlalt~amo to "'" if cmlnt ion h.., it. ro le in the din""in):.'; of high rrd,hift ""pernn"," 
J!,oil1J!, to higher red_hift t.o im""tigaW how t lu, Hnbbi<-' diagram evolves, and incrt.'""ing t. h" 
slatislica.! ,ample v.;t!, Illu1h· b"l1d photometry and spe<trc"eopy_ 
• Extinctiuu and K_~orr"ctiun 
W1"'11 1l1""bUl'iIlJ!, 1l1&gnit ud", of SNe 1& coned ion> &,r poo!.nmetri<- h~m1 elf",,!., (K.('orr .. ,lion.,) 
and for~r,ro"nd effects (extinCliol1) a re app1J.,d , Tbe ~cc ur""y of th""" "" rr""tion., depend on 
the knowledge of SKe Ia intrimic propertie,_ A, far "" co>Il101ogy i, ""J(",rnoo. t1te "'en tra.! 
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Cull Sil/AC,,/! F.Um 
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" 
'"' 
Fi~ute l.H; Compamo1l b<i"-",,," "y.ctm /r<,m " .. '"rl,~ SN., [" ,,,ui "f SN 1'I~'l"I'. "S,\', /" nI z = (JXI. 
,\II I)," ,pc"!,,, "" I"'o,,yil! into I", ,,','I ftl1m, - of ;;N U!87ap. Th, O&3<na of any nO/le",bl. d!ff"~n"" 
,uyye>I' ,m aimo.'! lola! abw,c< of ,",""lIOn ""th N,'1'<",; t" ",d,hifi "mong SN, /", ,<;.,,,,,, (P,rl"",!I.," 
et • .1., 1!J98) 
qU,"liull bere i, lU knuw whal phy,;eai pT'(",,,,,,(~") o"b<-r than th<- accclc,atin~ Ulli"~r".. c~n 
jlJ(ju('e th. dimming of light from S~~ J~_ 
Extmct,on 
Exl;llClioll i., a terIll [1",<1 in ~'lron()my to d"'crif>c 1)," Rr"..orption ~n~ ""altering of lil:ht 
emilled by Iilitwllolllical ubject., by mal t.er 1<1"<1 an<! gas} nct.wren t he rmittill~ o),j<><;\ ~nu tho 
ubserv"r. !ll I)", upli('ai nomain, N"e ]il:h\ k< owrw'd 'n b<- mnch ]00)" 'lron~h' attrnuatcJ 
than Ten Ii!';h\ and this ,,,,,,lit, in an ooj<xl appearing l'wd.r tloan expe<;te d (i.e olimllloo) 
tu "'1 ub,.,ryer awl t.he total al"""ption i8 proportion~lt(l U", inter.tollal' extil>ction that is 
caned rerio.,ning It "''''' re~li,,,, em»- cnoUJ:h that roold<-ning collld indnce a dimming of 
SNe la. ,imilal' to Ihe ulle ~ltrilHlleritu the ~("('elemting Ilnivo,.,.,. While .. o~ ""arb,- SNc 
la take place in ellipti('al, where illtemal extirwtion (IE) in ti)(' b<>;;\ may "" ne~J.-.cteri. " 
brl<" (ractk", of toom takes place in ,pir~l g~h"'i,," where IE calmot "" negM,<1.,"_ For the 
reasons gh..-.n previuusly. t.he pre,.,lloe uf rill,t on the optical path ('an in~lI'" ~imming of 
'''I)('rno,"'''' light. I t;' therefore Cal'ilallu di,.,llla_llgle 1",lween the rill" all~ the "",,,leral,,l 
expo.rn;ion c'nltrinution in tho olimlllillg uf SNe la (R;e" d .1.. HI9~; Perlmlltt.er d ai, 
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1999), assumed that IE at high redshift is small or even negligible, in addition to using 1 
to 2 filters only (Rowan-Robinson. 2002). Given a supernoya intrinsic color, it is possible 
to correct for reddening. Two approaches are currently extended to deal with this issue. 
The first one consists in taking multi-band photometry to increase the color leverage and 
make dust contribution more detectable. The second one is to observe at higher redshift 
to discrimate between scenarios of dust or dark energy (DE) : because extinction correction 
terms for typical environments are known in some way (see section 4.2.2), going to high 
z will accentuate DE contribution while extinction factors lead to characteristic reddening 
unless the dust has unusual properties (Aguirre, 1999). In doing so. a careful attention is 
also given to properly correcting for dust from the Milky Way. 
K-correction 
The dimming of SNe la could also be due to instrumental effects. An important difficulty 
appears when one tries to evaluate the magnitude through a specific filter. For SNe la, the 
peak magnitude is usually obtained in the rest frame B-band filter. while the observations 
are done using filters which. redshifted. do not exactly correspond to the previous one. K-
correction is the term introduced for the purpose of correcting that error. More precisely, 
the magnitude of an object at redshift z. observed through a filter i is corrected by (Folatelli, 
2004) : 
mi = mi(z = 0) + K;(z). ( 4.4) 
where Ki (z) is the redshift-dependent K-correction that applies to the observation at that 
redshift. 
The K-correction usually depends on the flux observed through a filter i and the transmission 
of that same filter. On top of that. it has to be taken into account the fact that SNe la 
spectra evolve with time, particularly around maximum light. Therefore, it is not possible 
to use a single SNe la spectrum to compute the K-corrections at all times: making spectral 
time series is required. Because of the observed homogeneity of SNe la spectra, the basic 
strategy consists of using time series of template spectra to compute K-corrections for any 
supernovae. The numerous inaccuracies appearing when implementing this strategy are said 
to be resolvable with a large sample of spectro-photometrically well observed SNe la such as 
planned by the Nearby Supernova Factory and more recently the Supernovae Legacy Survey 
(SNLS) and the the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). An additional difficulty comes from 
the fact that at z '" 0.5. for a B-band filter K-correction. some information from the U part 
of the spectrum is needed. For handling the last problem, the approach developed first by 
(Kim et al.. 1996) consists of introducing a cross-filter K-correction, K'j (z). Through a filter 
j, the observed magnitudes of an object at redshift z are corrected by (Folatelli, 2004) : 
mj(z) = m;(z = 0) + K,J' (4.5) 
~Iost of the additional work will then consist of reducing the uncertainties in the (cross-filter) 
K -correction. 
4.2.2 Defining a distance indicator from Type Ia supernovae 
Doing cosmology using SNe Ia as standardizable candles requires an accurate knowledge of both 
their magnitude and redshift. From an observational point of view there appears a need to introduce 
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an effective magnitude. It depends on the choice of filter i in which the observations at low-redshift 
are done. At high-redshift. the effective magnitude is given by (Folatelli, 2004) : 
( 4.6) 
where K'J is the cross-filter K-correction. mj as defined in Eq.(4.5). 6. corr is a correcting term 
obtained from the 6.m15 relation seen in section 4.2.1, Ai is a correction for extinction in the host 
galaxy (assuming that the extragalactic extinction is produced in the host galaxy), and Aj is the 
corresponding Galactic extinction in the observed filter. The more the ways to treat the right side 
of Eq.(4.6), the more the available strategies. As illustrated in figure 4.15. the B-band filter is 
commonly used for the previously stated reasons. 
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Figure 4.15: Optical photometric passbands UBVRf superimposed on a SNe fa spectrum at peak luminosity. 
The choice of the H-Hand as the commonly used filler in supernovae cosmology is based on the higher 
brightness of these objects in that wavelength region at maximum light, and on the availability of better 
constrained standardization from B-band lightcurves Source: (Folatelli, 2004). 
From section 3.1.2, Eqs.(3.11) and (3.13) led to : 
m(z) = M + 5·log10 (d~) + 25 + constant. (4.7) 
where d~ = ~.dL = ~.dL (z, DM , DA ) is a dimensionless quantity with d L . the luminosity dis-
tance given by Eq. (3.11). The constant term is a correcting term defined for each supernova. Once 
m1!band is known from the measurements. one is left with the task of fitting a model given by 
the right hand of Eq.( 4. 7) to the data and to extract the optimal cosmological parameters Ho. DM 
and DA via: 
ef f ( , ) 
mE-band = m(z) = ME-band + 5·log1o dL + 25 + constant. (4.8) 
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"",["/;,,,, ,,/ 'he "PI"m'~1 "'"""ttr<", "fr,"" ",J-
,,"/! Joe 1~l" la ,ul"t-rlO"a, w'n as 'ta~"anj,,­
obi. mndl,·", For c/"rlt~, I"tt,t" ..,tthm fl.z < lUll 
!,orn .ach OIh" h", .. , lx,,,,, ,,,,.mgru '/,Iu,I>,',I_!'1 
ro"""I,'iJ~ IU." \lAI ~ ((1.~5,1).75)" ",p"",,~t,J 
b~ a ""lid CUrt", Th, d,.q'n'mc~ btl",,"" moo,!, 
" c/,'ady "ok, ,, al h,~h_",d,h;/I I,,".,'" /. "",1 
I('"ia"oh /i"IMe J,"ymm. com)med to th, co,,,,, 0/ 
on 'mpt~ Unit~"< (n" n,j = (lUI) . 8o~m' 
(Kn,,,1' 01 hI., 2(10-1) 
1-', 'he di'l~""e lll(Klulus is given hy : 
• 
• 
•• 
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SN Redshlfl 
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Figme 4.17: /i~b!,[, J"'~m'" /""',, S,',I,S finl 
~<a" dala ,'</ Th, ,,'OI"~on ~. 9;"<'~ m '''Til' of 
D band "",Ion", modullJ." I'n ,yr.", reJ.h1/t, 71 
hi¢_,,1Jshi/i SN, /" jmm SNLS ,,,,d •• born I",.~ 
,"J,h,/! "''',' "'en ,,,,,,,,I,,m:i. "l'h" I",,-fil ,m-
m"I(W)~ (fl,,[ , liA) - (0.26,0" <),, ",p",,,~t,,1 &~ 
o , ."r,d CUrt" in"" ","",·1, R",,,d,,oJ. f,~m uuh 
"",d"j ",/",,, ("mr~,,,'a '0 'h,' "W' gi1.,'" b~ IJ,,. ""I-<a 
""n~ , Th. Jata , t>u~.qly "'"1'1".,1 "~ a"",l. mted 
"'p"n,'io" ari1'<''' by " "'''mol''[ficd ",,,,,1,,,,1 ,,,,d" 
",I,ng o~1 a flat u~'"'r" jiU"J o~l~ " ~ multer (I.e 
!h, _ 1 _ 11,,,, • .) at h,.qh conjid,nc" So,,= 
(,1""" 01. ,J., ~(I(I(j) 
(4,91 
A'-'llmin~ t.h~t H, "nn .\/ R_ ,~" . m~ knmm wit h ~reat ~ccllTacy, ~n aual~si, of t lw lY'dshif( (.) d('-
p.mden"e of", ',{! ,,"n' (m eqlliyal~nt Iy 1<1 M illll <traW in fi~llT"" ,\. 1 G ond 4.17 a llow, (0 discrimo(e 
{"("TIloln~i{"~1 models. 
4.2.3 \Vhere do T ype l a supernovae come from? 
Til<: l.&r~" ... "'i"u,lily io t.h~ 'pe(Hal fe~t.m", of 'llpernm"~~ d,>aTly point' t.ow~Td, the ""00 for ~ 
b<-tter uuder,laudh..,; of their r"'l""'live pwgenitor . 10 tl.e f"U"wing Ii""" ... e h:lls 00 domillant 
~pproac hr" t ryiog 10 relate SNe la', ol""'iral aoo photometric ,·hameteri<1ie,. ~nd th~ phO',ic.,; 
""",>ei" tro \0 tlieir pro)l;eoilnn.. ~ ! ore detail> mil be IOllod in (Filipe oko. 1997; :'-<""1Ol" " ,,1.. 
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]fI9i; IIil"bmndt and Niemeyer, ~{nll The prevailinjl, C'"""'n>u> "' t h~t tl .. ")Ucc", of ~ "normal" 
T,"j'" Ia i, ~ car\~)j).oxy!\"JL "hite d,,~rf ""crelinjl, matter from it< <companion ,tar in a binary 
"y,tern (figure 4.18 ). 
Figu"" 4 ] 8, ,1 d,,1 ,'; ,",,' "f " ",wn-., 'Y" "''' "'" '1' " """k (Iu",! " ""''''I'"~ ",oU" jlOm Q 'mnpanwn , ta,,-
The ",/,,1< dU"'j " 10001<" In 1/" c<",lm] 1>',<110n oj the ac",~t!O" dd, 80m"" (http //""".lI,j.r ""j,r,,/ _ 
t,p / M31; '''''' .9"'; btM" y." ,,1., on,' .I.cap/wn, JW x 41X 1..1 p~ j 
A whIle dwarfi , the end "~g~of 0 lov:·ma,... ><t or (m"", < ~M0)' On('C 0 low·m"", 'tar ho , burnt 
alm",! all the helium in il. eme into ('arhon tho temperature the", i. no Iong~r hi~ h enou~h to fu"C 
carloon. AI Ihi' "ta~e th~ outel' by .. " oftl .. ,t.ar ha,'~ I_n ejft1ed into t he in\eT>tcllar medium and 
a d~~en~ra!~ e~rlxm_oxygen co". i, Idl (I!ohm_ Vit.cn"C, 1989 J. Til<:- fUl'l lK-r ~ravitational !'ollal"'C 
in the t"-' is PI'e,-;mled loy the mutual r~pul' io (j of elet"'o", ~lrcinjl, ~""h otfler mto higher .. w'rllY 
sla t .. s, L .. , the eort' i. dt'gt'nt'ral~. TI., low m'~' "Iar i" at tl .. ~nd of i" lit~lime and m~y lK1W hf' 
('ailed a whitt' dwarf: il ha, aver." <It'u,,,, w'" with a m",,, of ~I~)ul Il.i _ L~ ,.,br ma""" aJl(1 is 
approximatdy \l~) size of Ihe Earill. I. I >olar ma,,*,,, tho> Chaud,,~<ekhar limit (Ch".[j(lra"ekh~r. 
HI,3 II, i , the predicted upper limil of the maos of a whitt' dwarf. It d~fill'" au e<IHilihrium I~)]llt in 
the int~rplay betw""ll Ihe ratiialioll l'rt"'-'lll'e ajj( l the jl,J'avilation,d pull imide the >1~r. 
A whit~ dwarf can inCl>'a"" its d .. u"ity and illlt'malt~ml'emlur~ ,"i~ two pro,'~,,_ : 
• Colli,xJJl with ",wthe, "hile dwarf wl .. r~ Ih~y williosc angular momentum through wa\' i-
t~lioll~l "~,.,, mdiation' 
• A,'Cr~t,ion ofmat1 ~r from a ;;wcllin~ binary ('ompanion . Iar, o(!-en" "xl giant , 
The admitted ",,~nario in 100 last c""" ( ihe Ill(",t ol_n'M ulle) b lhat if the white d"arf ""(Tel~, 
eno\t~h maSl! and cx«){'ds t he Chandra""kllfu limit, Ihell Ih~ It'ml'emlur e ill the eor~ ho-<,om~,' high 
enou~h \0 fu"" the carboll cun lt'lll into r·',\·i, ilet'auSf' of tfle degenemt~ "tat~ of th<> mr~, t h~ 
in!'rea"", eneqw pro<iuctiOll docs no, ~)(\d to a chanSe of Ihe "ellll'alj"e,,,u,,,. Tltt' l'e.Hll i. tl"il 
th~ .laT d()~, lIot expo nd . In.lead, the hig her ener~y oulpnl ",ill incrt'''''''' the (,t'llirallemlleratllre, 
whidl ill turn will "'w leTo\~ tlK- fu,lon rot~ in t he cur.' and a tiwrmunnclt>ar runawa)- may ""t 
HI', It l~a,l" to tho> H pk"ion all.-j (oompl{'le annihilallon of IlK- whilt' dwarf. That expk>slon i. the 
I'helwmeuon k'X)"n a, ~ Typ" 10 >upcrnovn S\1<'h """nario Ieods to a probab'" wldcrstandin~ of 
lhe ut-rved ~b""nce of Itydro~~n lin~' in tbt>iT 'p"',t.ra that 010-" he d,w to the almost tot.al abilcll('C 
of hydrogen in a "hite dwarf, "Im~ det~il" aTe gi,'en in (Bolun- Vi\~n,",. 1989) 
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The thermonuclear fusion of carbon and oxygen in the core goes up to the production of 56 N i. 
The latter decays into 56Co with a half-life of 6 days, then into 56 Fe with a half-life of 77 days. 
This double decay is supposed to account for the shape of the observed light curve (Niemeyer et at., 
2003). Early in the use of SNe la as standardizable candles (Phillips, 1993; Hamuy and et al., 
1993), it was shown that there is a correlation between the peak brightness and the change in 
magnitude measured 15 days after (6.71115). A tentative explanation of that last fact is contained 
in the idea that an increased mass in Nickel - as produced by the thermonuclear fusion of carbon 
- affects both peak luminosity and decline rate: as temperature rises in the core, the subsequent 
increase in opacity leads to a longer photon diffusion time that entails a longer decline (Filipenko, 
1997). 
As for any model, the previous scenario is not water tight. The main difficulties for most of 
them revolve around: 
• The proper mastery of the equilibrium point defined by the Chandrasekhar limit. Some 
computer simulations give rise to explosions somewhere before the adopted value of l.4 M8 . 
• The binary system formed by a white dwarf and a companion star (mostly a Red Giant) is 
not the only one always considered. Some simulations do consider a binary system of two 
white dwarfs. 
• The type of explosions occuring. It depends on whether the "flame" induced (ignited) at the 
breaking of the degeneracy in the core has a speed above or below the speed of sound. In 
each case, the induced thermonuclear fusion (of carbon and oxygen) gives rise to the same 
type of elements , but in varying proportions. 
Thanks to the huge increase in computational power, very sophisticated numerical simulations 
are bringing a clearer picture of the large diversity prevailing among Type la supernovae. The task 
is still burdened by the lack of a satisfying mastery of their classification. the poor understanding 
of the physics of the progenitors as well as the prevailing uncertainties related to hydrodynamic 
models of SNe la. Meanwhile, the strong observational evidences previously highlighted point to 
the fact that SKe la are: 
• homogeneous: they have similar spectral properties and light-curves: 
• highly luminous: their peak luminosity can exceed the host galaxy's: 
• ubiquitous. One of the most observationally challenging component of supernovae cosmology 
as SNe la seem to be rare events. Fortunately, recent advances in observational strategies 
(Perlmutter and Schmidt, 2003) have eased their detection from low and intermediate to 
high-redshift. 
They seem to fullfill the requirements for being standardizable candles and used for cosmology. 
The forthcoming and ambitious surveys targeting at SNe la will certainly bring some additional 
light. 
4.2.4 Where do we mostly find Type Ia supernovae? 
The rate of explosions of supernovae is the quantity used to quantify the distribution of SNe 
throughout the universe. It is the number of supernovae explosions per unit of volume per unit 
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of time (expressed in h3 ·l\lpc- 3 ·year- 1 with h = 100 k::Ys/Mpc)' As supernovae occur in galaxies, 
that number must depend on the luminosity of the host galaxy. Therefore, it is expressed in 
unit of B-band galactic luminosity per unit of time: 1 SNu (SuperNova unit) corresponding to 1 
SI\/lOlO.Lg/century: 101O.Lg being the average B-band luminosity of a galaxy. Various estimates 
integrating cosmological models have yielded some estimates at low and high-redshift summarized 
in table 4.2. The rate of explosions of type II supernovae other than in the nearby universe is 
still unknown. Table 4.1 suggests that SNe fa are more common in spiral galaxies than in other 
morphological types. 
Type of Type of SN 
Galaxy la lb/c II All types 
E-SO 0.32 ± 0.11 hL < 0.02 hL < 0.04 hL 0.32 ± 0.11 hL 
SOa-Sb 0.32 ± 0.12 h2 0.20 ± 0.11 h2 0.75 ± 0.34 h2 1.28 ± 0.37 h2 
Sbc-Sd 0.37 ± 0.14 h 2 0.25 ± 0.12 h 2 1.53 ± 0.62 h 2 2.15 ± 0.66 h 2 
All types 0.36 ± 0.11 h 2 0.14 ± 0.07 h 2 0.71 ± 0.34 h 2 1.21 ± 0.36 h 2 
Table 4.1: Rate of nearby supernovae in units of SN u = SN· 10- 10 L~ . century -1 where h = 100 k::.}S/ Mpc' 
It suggests that SNe Ia are more common in spiral galaxies than in other morphological types. Prom 
(Capel/am and Turatto, 1999). 
Author 
~O 0.36 ± 0.11 70 (Capellaro and Turatto, 1999) 
0.14 0.44~g:~~ ~g:6~ (0.3, 0.0) 4 (Hardin et al., 2000) 
0.13 0.23~gg;~gg~ (0.3,0.7) 14 (Blanc, 2002) 
0.55 o 58+0.10 +0.10 
. -0.09 -0.09 (0.3,0.7) 38 (Pain et al.. 1999) 
0.55 0.94~gi~ ~g'i! (1.0, 0.0) 38 (Pain et al., 1999) 
Table 4.2: Estimates of rates of explosions for nearby SNe Ia. Estimates are given for various redshifts 
and values for comological parameters. 
4.2.5 Some peculiar Type Ia supernovae 
In a previous section, an emphasis was put on the existence of peculiar supernovae among the 
globally homogeneous Type la class. Two of the most extreme examples are SN 1991 T and SN 
1991 bg. Both have become the most refered prototypes for identifying two subtypes of peculiar 
Sl'\e la. The spectra of 1991T-like SNe show particularly weak Si II ()'6355) before maximum light. 
The spectra of 1991 bg-like SNe show particularly strong Ti II lines that persist long after maximum 
light. 1991bg-like SKe are also found to be rv 2 to :~ magnitudes fainter and significantly redder 
than "average" SNe la (Folatelli, 2004). Spectra of SN 1991T, SN 1991bg and a normal one, Sl'\ 
1989B are shown in figure 4.19. These "unconventional" supernovae are still poorly understood, 
worst than for "normal" Type la. 
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SN 1991T 
Fe II SiII ~~ 
SII ! ~ 
'"V-----~- SN 1989B 
Call 
2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 11000 
A (A) 
Figure 4.19: Top: Spectra of SN 1991bg (bottom) and SN 1991T (top), two prototype peculiar. For 
comparison, a "normal" Type fa (SN 1989B) spectrum is also shown. The most prominent lines are 
identified. Source: (Folalelli, 2004). 
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Chapter 5 
SNe Ia template fitting 
5 .1 Introduction 
It was shown in chapter 4 that SNe la are good standardizable candles. For that reason, when 
observing some candidates SNe la for cosmology. the first challenge is to confirm its type (la. 
lb, II, etc), redshift (z) and phase (<P) with satisfactory accuracy; as inaccllfate parameters lead 
to contamination of the sample (by non SNe la and/or atypical SNe la), which cause critical 
biases in the Hubble diagram and increase the errors on the luminosity distance (dd. These three 
parameters can be extracted with satisfactory precision from the spectrum of the candidate. In 
this chapter; using Nugent's template spectra (Nugent et ai., 2002), we apply the X2 statistic to 
estimate: 
• the redshift z . 
• the phase <P. 
of given Type la supernovae from SUSPECT, an online database of supernovae spectra. By phase 
here, it is meant the rank occupied by the template in the list of 91 templates from Nugent. For 
example, phase 10 means the eleventh template from Nugent's templates which consist of a matrix 
of 91. 2401 ~ by ~ 3 sub matrices (each for one phase) arranged in increasing order from (phase) 0 to 
(phase) 90. A simple code identifies the twentieth template in Nugent's database as the template 
for a spectrum at peak B-band brightness. Hence a template at phase <P = 25 wonld - ideally -
correspond to a template 125 ~ 201 days after maximnm and a template at phase <P = 10 would 
correspond to one at 110 ~ 201 days before maximum. The code(s) hereafter developed could also 
be applied to SNe la spectra from the Southern African Large Telescope (SALT). In the process 
of fitting a "standard" template. it is also possible to confirm the type of the supernova in some 
cases. Two strategies have been implemented for that purpose: the first one is based on a grid 
strategy for the parameter space and the second is an implementation of the Metropolis-Hastings 
algorithm for the l\Iarkov Chain Monte Carlo method. 
5.2 Pre-processing the data and the templates 
As can be expected with any spectrum. the flux calibration process is not perfect. A consequence 
is that the overall amplitudes of the input spectrum does not coincide with the amplitudes and 
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shape of the templates: we then speak of a mismatch. For this reason. the input spectrum and 
templates are pre-processed and their residuals are used instead. These residuals are obtained by 
dividing each spectrum by its associated smooth function obtained by averaging the spectrum over 
a moving window of 500 datapoints. In two steps : 
• Averaging of spectrum via a moving window of 500 datapoints. In the case of a template, it 
corresponds to a moving window covering a wavelength range of rv 5000 angstroms. 
• The wavelength range of the average spectrum is shorter than the one for the initial specrum. 
The spectrum is therefore "splined" over the average wavelength range and the output is 
divided by the previous average (point by point). 
Typical outputs are presented in figures 5.1. .1.2. 5.3 and 5.4. In the best case, the end product is a 
curve oscillating around the value of 1 (figure .1.2), particularly advantageous from a computational 
point of view as working with the original spectra implies the processing of small values (rv 10- 15 ). 
One additional advantage of that approach is to provide a dimensionless output, meaning a way 
to handle flux calibration problems. However, that strategy does throwaway information and it 
makes it impossible to achieve good matches in some cases. 
One additional source of mismatch comes from the fact that even if they have been recently 
updated 1 , the Nugent templates used in this work are far from perfect, as clearly visible in the 
plots of all the residual templates in fignres 5.5. 5.6 and 5.7. It appears that the majority of the 
initial sample used to generate the composite spectra relied on a few objects. According to (Foley 
et al., 2007). Nugent originally constructed his templates from 84 spectra (31 for the maximum-
light template) of which 63% (52% near maximum light) come from SNe 1989B, 1992A and 1994D. 
Two of these SNe Ia still appear as somewhat atypical in the literature, namely: 
• SK 1989B shows strong dust absorption (Wells et al., 1994); 
• SN 1994D exhibits anomalous luminosity and colors (Richmond et al., 1995; Patat et al., 
1996). 
The size of the sample and the persistent influence of these atypical SNe Ia can result in severely 
skewing the composite away from the true average, making them non-ideal for template matching. 
Kevertheless these are typical template set in the literature. As illustrated in figures 5.23. and 
5.24. the oscillating patterns in the input data contribute significantly to the amplitude mismatch. 
The quality of the fit in both extremities is particularly poor, with the blue part having a relatively 
strong contribution. The Nugent templates are clearly limited in scope and type. A way out of 
these limitations would be to widen the variety of SNe Ia used in creating the composite templates. 
That approach has been taken by authors like Blondin and Tonry (2006) in developing and testing 
the SNID tool introduced. that we discuss in chapter 6. 
Also of interest for computational reasons is the fact that the full set of templates is a single 
matrix of (2401 x 91) rows and 3 columns covering 91 days of evolution before, during and after 
peak B-band magnitude. The columns give the day, the wavelength and the amplitude respectively, 
with each day consisting of a sub-matrix of 2401 rows and 3 columns. Hence, the proper use of 
priors on redshift and phase coupled with reasonable CPU power have hoth a noticeable impact on 
the outcome and the duration of the parameter estimations whose algorithms are still subject to 
possible improvements. It is recalled that the grid based X2 has a computational cost that scales 
1 http://supernova.lbl.gov / ~ nugenLtemplates .html 
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1. Splining the templates in such a way that both template and data are on the same grid; then 
performing the matching using these outputs directly. Compared to the moving window 
averaging. this is difficult because the data and the templates must be in the same units and 
an extra parameter, the relative amplitude. must be estimated, in addition to the redshift 
and the phase. Also. this method is sensitive to flux calibration errors. 
2. Fitting a polynomial of fixed degree to both data and template: then dividing them by their 
respective polynomial fit. Here also dimensionless outputs are obtained. The unsatisfactory 
result of the polynomial fit of both data and templates made this approach unreliable com-
pared to the moving window averaging. A known solution generally preferred in practice 
consists in using several polynomials of lower orders, i.e splines. 
One other important step in handling both the data and the templates is the need to have then on 
the same wavelength grid prior to the computation of the X2 . To do so, the spline of the residual 
templates over the wavelength range of the residual data is performed at relevant stages of each 
code. 
5.3 The grid-based X2 statistical method 
5.3.1 Principle of the X2 statistical method 
In this method one uses a grid on the parameter space to estimate a set of N parameters A = 
(AI, A2 ..... AN) from observed spectra of a Type Ia supernova. The approach relies on the eval-
uation of the X2 statistics discussed below. In the present case, N = 2 where Al is the redshift 
z and A2 is the phase of an observed Type Ia supernova. The basic problem is that one has a 
vector of data D from which one wishes to estimate a vector of parameters A. The aim is to try to 
fit a model with 1'\ adjustable parameters A = (AI, A2, ... , AN) to a set of M data points (x;, y;), 
i = 1. .... M. The model predicts a relation between the measured independent and dependent 
variables given by : 
(5.1 ) 
where the right hand-side in Eq.(5.1) gives the explicit dependence on the parameters and x in our 
case is the wavelength. 
The question then is, what should one minimize to get the best vahles for the Aj's ? The very 
first idea is the usual least-square fit. i.e. minimize over AI; ... ; AN, the quantity given by: 
;=M L [y; - y(x;; AI; ... ; AN)]2. (5.2) 
;=1 
However, the least-square does not weight the points (x" Yi) by their errors (J",. Instead we want a 
statistic that is sensitive to the (J"i'S. This leads us to introduce the likelihood, i.e. the probability 
of the data given the parameters. The best-fit parameters are then found by maximizing that 
likelihood. A common assumption is made that each data point (x;, y,) has a measurement error 
that is distributed as a Gaussian around the "true" model y(x;; AI; ... ; AM) with variance (J"r 
If in addition, it is assumed that each point has a measurement error (J"i that is independent 
(uncorrelated) of the others, then it can be shown that the likelihood L of the data set is the 
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product of the probabilities of each data point: 
i=M { [_HY'-rr~(I»)2]} LcxII e . 
i=1 
(5.3) 
I\laximizing Eq.(5.3) is equivalent to maximizing its logarithm. or minimizing the negative of its 
logarithm. In other words. the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters is obtained by 
minimizing the quantity : 
(5.4) 
The >.:2 statistical method is the simplest and most straightforward way of determining the 
best fit for the vector of parameters 8 = (8 1 ,8 2 , ... , 8 N) that is also sensitive to the a/so For 
the algorithm, a basic strategy consists of setting up a grid of points over the entire parameter 
space. The >.:2 value is then computed at each point and the best fit is obtained at the point with 
the lowest A 2 value. The main weakness of this approach is its computational cost which scales 
exponentially with the number of parameters (Doran and Muller, 2004); meaning that this method 
is only viable for the estimation of relatively small set of parameters. More details on this method 
are given in (Press et ai., 1992). A point worth mentioning is that the probability distribution for 
different values of >.:2 at its minimum can be derived analytically, and is the >.:2 distribution for M-N 
degrees of freedom (1\1 datapoints and N fitted parameters). It gives a quantitative measurement 
of the quality of the fit to the model. 
5.3.2 Application of the grid-based X2 method to the spectral charac-
terization of Type Ia supernovae 
A >.:2_ test is performed on some Type Ia supernovae from the SUSPECT database. The full code 
and the associated procedures and functions are given in the appendix. The flow chart is presented 
in figure 5.8. 
Some results 
The A 2 minimization has been used to identify the best fit and ~>.:2 = >.:2 - >':6 = {I, 4, 9, 16} 
to identify {68.3%, 95.4%. 99.7%, 99.9%} confidence regions around the minima. >':6 being the >.:2 
for the best fit obtained by minimizing Eq.(5.4). In the present case, the denominator was set to 
a value a} = (J2 = 1. Once the best values for the parameters are known, it is also important 
to know how good the fit is from these estimates. There is. in the literature, a quantity named 
Goodness-of-Fit (GoF), which allows to monitor the quality of the fit to the data. It is defined as 
(Hannestad and I\l0rtsell, 2004) : 
GoF = r(v/2,X 2 / 2) 
r(v/2) . (5.5) 
where [(x) is the value of the gamma function at x . [(x, y) is the incomplete gamma function2 . 
v is the degree of freedom which is defined as the number of measurements minus the number 
of fitted parameters. In the present case. the GoF does not fully account for the quality of the 
2The upper incomplete gamma function is defined as r( a, x) = fx= ta -1 e- t dt and the lower incomplete gamma 
function is defined as -I(a,x) = foX ta - 1 e-tdt (Gradshteyn et al., 2007) 
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Priors for the test 
Redshift range [0.0,1.0] 
Step size for redshift 0.1 
Phase range (in Nugent basis) [2,91] 
Step size for phase 1 
Results from the x:!-test 
Best fit for redshift .. Z 0.5 
Best fit for phase. <I> (in Nugent basis) 5 
X .2 - X,:! mln - 0 4.93.10 -J:! 
Duration of test (seconds) 6.2 on a 190 ~/Ib (Ram), 1.6 Ghz laptop 
Table 5.1: The X2 minimization is used to identify the best fit and c,\ 2 = X2 - X6 = {l. 4, 9, 16} to identify 
{68.3%, 95.4%. 99.7%, 99.9%} confidence regions around Ihe mimma. A lemplale al phase = 5 has been 
redshifted by by z = 0.5. Step size for redshift and step size for phase are the step size in the redshift grid 
and the phase grid respectively. The exact values for the parameters have been found in this test 
Priors for the test 
Redshift range [0.0,1.0] 
Step size for redshift 0.01 
Phase range (in Nugent basis) [2,91] 
Step size for phase 1 
Results from the x:!-test 
Best fit for redshift. Z 0.05 
Best fit for phase. <I> (in Nugent basis) 10 
X :!- X,:! min - 0 8.628·1O-3 :! 
Duration of test (seconds) 35 on a 190 Mb (Ram), 1.6 Ghz laptop 
Table 5.2: In the present test, a template at phase = lOis redshifted by z = 0.05. Step size for redshift and 
step size for phase are the step size in the redshift grid and the phase grid respectively. The exact values 
for the parameters have been found. 
a given redshift z and trying to find these parameters. In all the cases dming the testing phase. 
the code almost perfectly recovered the information from the input spectrum. 
5.4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
The ~larkov Chain ~lonte Carlo (MCMC) is now a well established statistical method for con-
straining parameters from observed data. It is particularly adapted for high dimensional parameter 
space. Then~ are different kinds of MCMC methods. Two of them are the Gibbs sampling and 
the ~letropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970). In this section, the 
!\letropolis-Hastings algorithm has been implemented. It produces a "random walk" in likelihood 
space. One of the main advantages of MCMC is that the computational cost scales roughly linear 
with the number of parameters (Neal, 1993), meaning that it is a good strategy for the estimation 
of large number of parameters, as is often the case in cosmology. 
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Priors for the test 
Redshift range [0.0,1.0] 
Step size for redshift 0.0001 
Phase range (in Nugent basis) [2,91] 
Step size for phase 1 
Results from the xl-test 
Best fit for redshift, z 0.0095 
Best fit for phase. <I> (in Nugent basis) 90 
Xmin:2 = Xo:2 1.283·10-:20 
Duration of test (minutes) 60 on a 190 Mb (Ram), 1.6 Ghz laptop 
Table 5.3: In the present test a template at phase = 90 was redshifted by z = 0.0095. Step size for redshift 
and step size for phase are the step size in the redshift and the phase grid respectively. The exact values 
for the parameters were obtained. 
Priors for the test 
Redshift range [0.0,1.0] 
Step size for redshift 0.0001 
Phase range (in Nugent basis) [2,91] 
Step size for phase 1 
Results from the x:2-test 
Best fit for redshift, z 0.3343 
Best fit for phase. <I> (in Nugent basis) 4 
Xmin 2 = X02 4.15.10 -4 
Duration of test (minutes) 32.7 on a 190 :Mb (Ram), 1.6 Ghz laptop 
Table 5.4: A Type Ia spectrum from the SUSPECT database has been used. SN 1992ac, the SN Ia 
considered is at phase = 10 and has a redshift z ~ 0.0523. The phase of 10 is given with the peak brightness 
in B-band as the origin. Step size for redshift and step size for phase are the step size in the redshift and 
the phase grid respectively. The redshift estimate is clearly unsatisfactory. Same for the phase estimate. 
The incompleteness of Nugent's templates is suspected to be at the core of this difficulty. Thinning the grid 
is an additional option performed in table 5.5. 
5.4.1 Principle of Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
The basic problem: one is given a vector of data D from which a vector of parameters El is to be 
estimated. In the MCMC approach, a large set of point.s Eli, i = l,. .. ,n : a chain is generated by 
a stochastic procedure such that the points have the probability distribution L(El. D). To get the 
constraint on one single parameter. say El), one simply needs to marginalize over all the others, 
which in the case of I\ICI\IC consists of plotting an histogram of El). 
5.4.2 Implemented Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
The basic algorithm implemented 
The l\letropopolis-Hastings algorithm being used is the one defined as follows (Doran and Muller. 
2004) 
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Priors for the test 
Redshift range [0.0001,0.05] 
Step size for redshift 0.0001 
Phase range (in Nugent basis) [2,91] 
Step size for phase 1 
Results from the x~-test 
Best fit for redshift. z 0.0001 
Best fit for phase. <I> (in Nugent basis) 42 
X :! - X,:! min - 0 11.053 
Duration of test (minutes) 2.15 on a 190 Mb (Ram), 1.6 Ghz laptop 
Table 5.5: Additional test on SN 1992ac, where the grid has been thinned. The redshift and the phase 
estimates remain unsatisfactory but, as expected, improving the priors on the redshift range of the data and 
thinning the grid improve the estimate. 
Priors for the test 
Redshift range [0.001,0.05] 
Step size for redshift 0.001 
Phase range (in Nugent basis) [2,91] 
Step size for phase 1 
Results from the x:!-test 
Best fit for redshift. z 0.026 
Best fit for phase. <I> (in Nugent basis) 23 
Xmin:! = Xo:! 99.825 
Duration of test (seconds) 20.44 on a 190 Mb (Ram), 1.6 Ghz laptop 
Table 5.6: Here is highlighted again the interest of having some prior information on the data for the grid 
based >;.2 -test. SN 2005cg, the SN I a considered is at phase = 7 and has a redshift z ~ 0.031. The phase of 
5 is given with the peak brightness in B-band as the origin. Step size for redshift and step size for phase 
are the step size in the redshift and the phase grid respectively. 
1. Choose starting point paramet.er vector 8 0 , 
2. Compute the Likelihood L(DI80 ) of observing the experimental data D given the (vector of) 
parameters 8 0 , 
3. Obtain a new parameter vector by sampling from (in our case) a Gaussian Distribution with 
mean 0 and standard deviation vector (J : How big the characteristic .0.8 jumps are in each 
vector of parameters is controlled by a vector [step size for redshift . step size for phase] 
(Each for a component of the parameter vector). 
4. Construct U; = 8 i - 1 + .0.8;-1 (A vector equation). 
5. Compute the Likelihood L(Dlu;) = L i . 
6. If L; 2: L i - 1 then save U; as a new "point" 8, in the chain ('·take the step") and go to (3). 
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Priors for the test 
Redshift range [0.001,0.05] 
Step size for redshift 0.001 
Phase range (in Nugent basis) [2,91] 
Step size for phase 1 
Results from the x~-test 
Best fit for redshift. z 0.015 
Best fit for phase. <I> (in Nugent basis) 62 
Xmin~ = Xo~ 253.8 
Duration of test (seconds) 26 on a 190 Mb (Ram), 1.6 Ghz laptop 
Table 5.7: SN 2006gz, the SN fa considered is at phase = 5 and has a redshift z ~ 0.0236. The phase of 
5 is given with the peak brightness in B-band as the origin. Step size for redshift and step size for phase 
are the step size in the redshift and the phase grid respectively. The grid has been thinned using some prior 
knowledge on the redshift range of the data. 
7. If L; < L,-1 then generate a random variable u from [0.1]. If u :s: L~~1 take the step as in 
(6). If u > L~', then reject U;. save 8;-1 as a new "point" 8, in the chain and go to (3). 
In that form a "random walk" in likelihood space is performed. The flow chart f the full code is 
given in fig me 5.16. A general theorem establishes that the chain will approach regions of higher 
likelihood (:'.Ietropolis et al.. 1953; Hastings, 1970) after a variable amount of time. 
Some relevant issues about the implemented code 
By definition. the initial value for the redshift is a positive quantity. Hence, there is a prior 
information on the redshift. Therefore, at some point in the MCJ\IC code, the X2 is set to take 
a large value whenever it has an input parameter vector with a negative redshift, so that such a 
candidate step is discarded. The detailed codes are given in the appendix. 
5.4.3 Dominant problems and the solutions adopted for the MCMC 
In practice . some difficulties are to overcome. First lyo chosing the step size is probably the 
most important problem. As mentioned earlier, the most common strategy in l\ICMC consists 
of stochastically generating points 8 i , i = 1, ... , n (i.e. a chain) such that the points have a 
known probability distribution. Usuallly one draws from a Gaussian distribution of mean zero and 
standard deviation (J (which gives the step size). The first difficulty is therefore to set a good 
standard deviation for the gaussian, which can vary from parameter to parameter. The code given 
in appendix takes into account two important prior information on the parameters to estimate: 
• Each spectrum has a redshift somewhere between 0 and L hence for the redshift, a relevant 
stepsize in that range is chosen . 
• Each spectrum has a phase somewhere between 15 days both before and after peak luminosity. 
Because the estimated parameters (redshift and phase) are non-degenerate, there is no need to deal 
with cases where the x2-surface takes peculiar, banana-shaped forms i.e implementing an adaptive 
Gaussian sampling function (Doran and Muller, 2004; Tegmark et al., 2004) is not necessary. 
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• The mean of each chain 
• The mean of the whole set of chains 
The next step involves the computation of : 
• Bn. the variance between the M chains 
• W. the variance within each chain as : 
the Gelman-Rubin test consists in monitoring the quantity: 
N-l W + Bn(l + .l..) 
R= N AI . 
W 
(5.6) 
R goes asymptomatically towards 1. Convergence is obtained if R is always below a number 
somewhat slightly larger than 1, for all parameters. Because for long chains, R is approximately 
1 + ~r; , a value closer and closer to 1 states that the variance between the chains should be similar 
to the variance within the chain after convergence, i.e the chains are indistinguishable. And if the 
chains are indistinguishable, it is probably because they all draw from the stationary distribution. 
In (Gelman and Rubin, 1992), the quantity R containing the ratio of the within-chain and between-
chain variances is such that at convergence, R rv 1.2. In this work, convergence is assumed to have 
occurred when R rv 1.2. 
The speed with which a chain converges is strongly dependent on the proposal distribution, 
which in turn brings back to the step size problem. If too many large steps are proposed, the 
acceptance rate will be low as most steps will be away from the region of low,\:2 (high likelihood), 
and the chain will be stationary for long period of time. If too many small steps are proposed, 
most will be accepted but the chain will move slowly through parameter space. 
A further check of convergence and good mixing is done using the autocorrelation of one of the 
parameters. say AI, the redshift in the present case. Successive points of a same chain are highly 
correlated as each one is a small step away from the previous, i.e. a chain of N points does not 
systematically correspond to N different measurements. The quantity Neff. the effective length. 
is monitored. It approximately corresponds to the number of unrelated point, i.e. Nej j different 
measurements (Tegmark et al., 2004). A small Nej j means that the chain is not properly mixed 
(Gilks et al .. 1996). The autocorrelation Cj is defined as : 
",N-j+l (Al- < Al » (AI . _ < Al » 
L..k=l k k+J-l 
Cj = ----"'--:N-:---J,....+--cl-(-A-l-_----'-<-A-l->---:)2~----'-
L..k=l k 
(5.7) 
where < AI> is the mean value for the parameter AI. By definition. Cl = 1. The correlation 
length, c" is the index where the autocorrelation drops below a properly chosen value (a test value 
of 0.5 was chosen in the present case). The correlation length is the number of steps required so 
that data point Ai+c, is independent of data point Ai. The effective length is then given by : 
N 
Nejj =-. 
C[ 
The easiest difficulty to overcome seems to be the lengt h of the chain. The longer the chain, 
the better the output. Therefore, the code is ran with as many steps as possible, depending on 
the capacity of the computer used. In running the code presented below, the further check of 
convergence using the autocorrelation was disabled. 
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5.4.4 Application of a MCMC to the spectral characterization of Type 
Ia supernovae 
A l\ICl\IC is performed on some Type Ia supernovae from SUSPECT. an online database of super-
novae. The full code and the associated procedures and functions are given in the appendix. The 
flow chart for the algorithm is given in figure 5.16. 
Some results 
Inputs for the test 
Length of simulation 10 chains of 10 000 steps each 
Redshift range for initial draw [0.001,1.0] 
Step size for redshift 0.1 
Phase range for initial draw (in Nugent basis) [5,35] 
Step size for phase 1 
Results from the MCMC simulation 
Convergence criterion, R = (Rz; Rphase) (1.0085 ; 1.0277) 
Best fit for redshift. z 0.5 
CYz 0.0042 
Best fit for phase. cP (in Nugent basis) 5.1 
CYphase 1.43 
Xmin:! = Xo:! 0.0014 
Duration of test (hours) 1.5 on a 190 Mb (Ram), 1.6 Ghz laptop 
Table 5.8: Test results from a MCMC simulation where a template at phase = 5 was redshifted by z 
= 0.5. The step size for redshift and the step size for phase are the jumps for the redshift and the phase 
parameter, respectively. 0" z and O"phase are the i-O" errors on the redshift and the phase, respectively. 
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Inputs for the test 
Length of simulation 10 chains of 10 000 steps each 
Redshift range for initial draw [0.01,1.0] 
Step size for redshift 0.1 
Phase range for initial draw (in Nugent basis) [8,12] 
Step size for phase 1 
Results from the MCMC simulation 
Convergence criterion, R = (Rz; Rphase) (1.0008 ; 1.0017) 
Best fit for redshift, z 0.0502 
{Jz 0.0029 
Best fit for phase. 1> (in Nugent basis) 10.84 
(Jphase 0.83 
Xmin 
2 
= X02 4.89.10 <J 
Duration of test (hours) 1.15 on a 190 Mb (Ram), 1.6 Ghz laptop 
Table 5.9: Test results from a MCMC simulation where A template at phase := 10 was redshifted by z := 
0.05. The step size for the redshift and the step size for the phase are the jumps for the redshift and the 
phase parameter, respectively. a z and aphase are the 1-a errors on the redshift and the phase, respectively. 
Inputs for the test 
Length of simulation 10 chains of 30 000 steps each 
Redshift range for initial draw [0.001,0.5] 
Step size for redshift 0.1 
Phase range for initial draw (in Nugent basis) [5,35] 
Step size for phase 1 
Results from the MCMC simulation 
Convergence criterion, R = (Rz; Rphase) (1.0032 ; 1.0265) 
Best fit for redshift. z 0.0262 
{Jz 0.002 
Best fit for phase, 1> (in Nugent basis) 24.287 
(Jphase 1.117 
Xmin:L = Xo:L 99.681 
Duration of test (hours) 3.32 on a 190 Mb (Ram), 1.6 Ghz laptop 
Table 5.10: Results from a MCMC simulation on SN 2005cg, a SN fa. The input spectrum is from the 
SUSPECT database. SN 2005cg, the SN fa considered is at phase := 7 and has a redshift z '" 0.0310. The 
phase of 7 is given with the peak brightness in B-band as the origin. Step size for redshift and step size for 
phase are the jumps for the redshift and the phase parameter, respectively. Data covering well enough the 
blue and red part of the spectrum, like this one, seem more likely to be satisfactorily processed by the two 
codes. 
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method. BeCiHlse the flux calibration process is not perfect or may not even have been done, 
the overall amplitude of the input spectrum does not coincide with the amplitudes and shape of 
the templates in general : we then speak of a mismatch. For this reason, the input spectrum 
and templates are pre-processed and their residuals are used instead to estimate (z, <I». These 
residuals are obtained by dividing each spectrum by its associated smooth function obtained by 
averaging the spectrum over a moving window of 500 datapoints. For both codes. tests were made 
by redshifting some templates and recovering the initial redshift and phase, exactly in the grid 
case and within satisfactory error ranges in the case of MCMC for appropriate stepsize for each 
parameter. In real situations, successful estimates in both cases rely on the wavelength range 
of the input data (from blue to red being the ideal); the adequate use of some prior knowledge 
on the input data (range of redshift, phase) and computational power. Typical failures are due 
to the extent of overall amplitude discrepancies between input spectrum and templates; the sub-
optimal behavior of the moving window averaging strategy in handling imperfections on spectra 
(e.g oscillating patterns) and the need for widening and varying the range and type of supernovae 
used in creating the composite templates. While they are a typical template set in the literature, 
Nugent's templates have been generated from only a few objects, some of them slightly atypical, 
making their general lise difficult. This will be remedied by future data sets coming from SDSS, 
SNLS and other surveys. 
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Chapter 6 
The SuperNovae IDentification 
(SNID) code 
6.1 Introd uction 
Accurate redshift and phase estimates of Type la supernovae are of utmost importance when using 
them as standardizable candles for cosmology. In the absence of narrow lines in the host galaxy's 
spectrum. a statistical comparison of the input spectrum with template spectra is often performed. 
In this chapter. the public code SuperNovae IDentification (SNID) is presented. It is a tool recently 
developed by (Blondin and Tomy, 2006) and can be used to estimate the redshift and phase of 
a supernova spectrum as well as to place constraints on its type. By phase here it is meant the 
time (days) from the day of peak B-band brightness. SNID thus extends the techniques and codes 
presented in chapter 5. The basic algorithm is from the correlation technique developed by (Tomy 
and Davis, 1979). The database of templates for SNID (SUSPECT} and CfA2) comprises 796 
spectra of 64 SJ'{e la, 172 spectra of 8 SNe Ib, 116 spectra of 9 SNe Ie. 353 spectra of 10 SNe II, 
as well as spectra of galaxies, AGNs, and variable stars (Blondin and Tomy, 2006). 
6.2 Some elements on the theory of cross-correlation anal-
. 
YSIS 
6.2.1 Introduction 
Let s( n) denotes the spectrum of a candidate supernova whose redshift is to be found. It can be 
cross-correlated with a template t(n) (of known phase, type and redshift z'" 0). The central goal 
is to determine the (1 + z) wavelength scaling to t(n) that maximizes the cross-correlation: 
c(n) = s(n)xt(n), (6.1 ) 
where x denotes the cross-correlation product3 . 
1 http://bruford.nhn.ou.edu/ ~suspect/indexl.html 
2 http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/oir / Research/ supernova/ SN archive.html 
3The cross-correlation product "x" is related to the convolution product "*" by: f(t) X g(t) = !*(-t)*g(t) 
where !* denotes the complex conjugate of f. 
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For practical reMoU". ll'" spectra""~ binr",.] iutu N !Jill", lah.!le.] hy biu Ilumh", n. Hilllluml,..,. 
an.] waveku;:th are ",bt.,.] b.,· 
n - A..ln(~) + H 
HeliCe, reel,hilling a tempbte I{H) b.,· (i ... z) i" "'ILlimlent t.o a,idillg ~ In(l ... 2) ,hift to t he 
h>garitlull;c wHelength ><xi, of I{fl) . Auy lypi<:~1 feature of the inp"t or tempiat~ 'l~,(·trum (a 
,huaelerio\i(' ah.orptioll or emi .. ,ioll Jille) al" gi,,'n waV<'I,'ngth ~ i, idpntin...i hy it., bin llllmix'r 
" 
F()lIuwing 1.1"" hinlLin!\, " l're"l'"><·",,.ing of the input' i. penorm"d. 'I'hc aim is to r~lUOW' 
allY intri!",i(' ",lor ilLformal;()n in the inpLlt and t~mplate 'I)f'ctra, AA w~11 AA makinl( ""I'<' that til<' 
,'()[rei"tiolL i, uot ~xc""i,...ly l~a""l by r"dd~ning "nd statistwal ~1'Tor'" Ih~ corrdation output 
,hcHlld ()nly dep,'nil on the n'1~tive ,haP<' onn strcngth of promin""t sP<"tral fc"tur",; in the input 
"nd «'rnplat~ "",-,--tm The application of" b"ndpa", filter is tlw final ,tage. It aim, to relJjo,'~ 
l",._fr'><juen('y ""iil,,"l, Idt Ovt'1" from the prc"iou, l-...""""illl( and hi~h-fr<"qu~nc., ,wi,e cump<mellb 
(Blondin and 'I'omy. 200!il. Bath "'P<"i< "'~ iliustmtoxl in figure; 6.1 and G.2. 
A'., , • 
~, (d) ~l"'rod 
A .. '. B 
Figure 6.l: Sp<,cr""" i''' -1mn.""w n,· "'p,,1 '1",'1",,,, i.< (a) " Im,"d~ ,mn,,j i,do Nom" j"I><II, " by 
oin num",' fl, on a loganlhm;c "'",;eIl'nyU, ",.-al,· (b) "·hm' " ""d "'«1'<1",yll, ), ''',. "'I"I,,j oy H _ A·J.'" JJ 
A p,,~do contmmnn c • . ,u"-"mct," (,oj """ tlu ,",,,U"'y 'P<'"'''''' '' Io(mdf"''' jill,',jd (d) '" ;1I~">uI,,j,,, 
jiy'"'' 6'.r. SOl""e<.' (Wondm and Tom1l, 2(06) 
6 ,2.2 Gst imatio Il u f rmls hift 
If S( j;) and T( k) Jellole t.he di,, 're!.(' F()uri~T tran'fonn' corr<"pondillg to s( n) and t (n) rC'P"Ctiwh', 
th~n : 
S{k) _ (6.2) 
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• 
, , , , 
• 
• 
1 ' , , , 1 I , , I 1 ' , (,-:-or 1 ( r~~n 
" . 
Bandpass fil ler 
(1: .ll.U).<) - fL.'~.HIZ) 
". 
W...., nlllllber. Ir 
JOO 
1;I~Ulr 6.2 /1m",,,,,,, /"" ...... ""<"'")" ... "d~oI$I." _. '''~" Ih. J"""""" ",p.d I"'-j»""","g ... d hI.,.' 
1"',I""u', ,,"," "''''f''m''''' S,,_, I.~ m,,,,~,,,; 
"",I 
" .v I 
T(I') L 11"!'.....<p'. (t;.]) 
• • 
" i,~r~ S" \I,~ "'t.~1 "'''nh~r ,,{ lou" ", •• ,1 "rI". (''''''"''i',,,,,ji(,& roo(·m~""·""l"''''''' (,,,,,,). <I. 1<00 <I, 
, ~. ,-. 
. ' L ,'(n) . (6 \ ) • 
" .~ 
, h- , _1 
.~ 
" 
L 1'(71)- (G.5) 
._Ol 
(G.Ui 
!;(I;)T'{I;). (Ii 7) 
,,'h~, .. TO{k) ... ,hi- mUl~ ronJ"lt'Ilr <>I ·qt). 
Bt.:~IO;<> of Eq. (b.6). if ~(II) ;,; rx",·tl~ tl,~ ,",In" III< lIn) b", ,hif,,,,1 1~' ,l u,.n" .• (,, ), 'I") • ill 
r~1lI1.oi1 _ 1>fw. "'1 .. ,,110 I ~I II _ (J. If 1Ir' r ..... "1 ... ~ .. lr ,-~hhr"Ii .. " of ,I", '''1' .. 1 .1' ... ·U"''' II' _wncd 
,it .. J>O'II!'ihl(' 1.0 "U~. I,L~ ITo;.l>ry " "d D~, Ill. 1'179) .Ii.!; Ihftl .' In) . 'he '''pt'l, Ie "" .. It "mltl~l(' 
n nf lin) 1 .. ""0."",, h,· <o>" 'OI"l lo,, whh,. 8y ,,,,, .. trlc (,,"clion b(n) ju ,u<h ~ ~ .. ~ ,1"'1 
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.·h..,.~ · , - ,kw",.. 'hr !"Onml"',,," pm,j'.·l 
t'lI:ur~ 6 3 ~n...Jl' illll,"ar ... ,lor 1"0''''''' ThO' pnnnpir of hn_ I..."nK I.y ''<>n''~''''<>n '" .If" .. 
"~tN i .. fill;"' ''" 6.4 6.~. 6.6 ~"d 6.7 
Fi,o:uro 6 3 /QI"'I mul t'Mp/GI, ,""'"... ... "" .. .- .... "1"'''''' b<mc>. A"u",rny ".../ .... , ~,...,"'tr <nh~t,"" 
,,} t.~ "'p.t ,,,,,/no ... , t~r ,~p~' "'" II< _~ .. ,..,.,~ '."/I,pI. o} t(Ql/n'~" ~. ,A, }""II", ~.....sn"" ~ 
",,,,.;I,,ro,,,, ~11h ~ .<yr"~""..,, "'""",,, 61") .. <;,,"'" (S 8/""d>~J 
To c" i",otc t he I><~'",neter,,, ",..;I ~ ju F'l (6 8). (T~nrl' ",,,I ])o" i" tDi~) O\(I~pted" kMt " IUm" 
mu",n"ation performed G' millimi, j" r. 
(6 Y) 
" 
,1(0 64) = L: [OT(k) B(lrlr- ¥ - S(k)j'. 
• 
(G.10) 
\ 1(0: 6: b) '" 0'L: I . b(" - 6)) - 2(> L ,. ~(., 6)'('r) + L:>'(,,) = c.' N "t .• _ 2liN ~ ''''(' b{6} + }\' ,,= . 
(G.l1) 
whero 
~hn'mi7i"f( ~itb respect w (\ si'~ 
~ I .... _ , 
~, •• - .~·L.JI . b) 
" ...... a',a'r' 1>(6) 
"t .• 
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Figure 6.4: A Junction J convolved with 
a Dirac delta Junction, 6a . J has been 
"translated" by a. Source (http 
/ / Jr.wikipedia.org/wiki/ ProduiLdcconvolution) 
/ ~--+--~~ 
/" 
/ 
Figure 6.6: A Junction J convolved with 
a given window Junction. The end prod-
uct is obtained by "translating" the orig-
inal Junction J all over the interval [a, b] 
and then "enlargening" it. Source: (http : 
/ / Jr.wikipedia.org/wiki/ ProduiLde_convolution) 
83 
,) 
\ -=~---+o---~. 
J" / / Q~' 
Figure 6.5: A Junction J convolved with a 
sum oj weighted Dirac delta Junctions. The 
final Junction IS the original one "trans-
lated" and enlarged. Source (http 
/ / Jr.wikipedia.org/wiki/ ProduiLde_convolution) 
j(') 
Figure 6.7: A convolution product between 
two Junctions J and g. The end result is 
obtained by "translating" J and enlarging it 
according to each value oj g. Source: (http : 
/ / Jr.wikipedia,org/wiki/ ProduiLde_convolution) 
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At that point. minimizing X2 is equivalent to maximizing 
From there, (Tonry and Davis, 1979) make some suitable and realistic assumptions about b, c 
and t : 
1. b(n) is a Gaussian centered on 0 with a dispersion of IJ", i.e. b(n) "-' Norm(O. IJ") then B(k) = 
(21l" (d.:) 2 
e-~, 
2. c( n) is approximately Gaussian shaped, centered at 0 with dispersion /1, i.e. c( n) "-' N orm( 0, /1) 
;r;-=. _ (21T/lk)2 27l"ltJk 
then C(k) = v 27r/1.c(0)e 2N2 e----r:J, 
( 
.) ~ (2nTk)2 
3. I T(k) I~ IJ"t 2fiT e-~ i.e. the amplitude of Fourier transform of t(n) is approx-
imately Gaussian with T, the width of the typical feature under consideration in t(n) (or 
5(n)). 
2 
The approximation ~n e - :2 ~ IJ",Jir leads to : 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
The realistic assumption of gaussian shape for c(n) helps in the fact that by chosing 0 as the center 
of the largest peak in c(n) which is symmetric (as for any Gaussian), 0 will also be the center of 
the largest peak in 
as b(n) "-' Norm(O.IJ"). It was previously established that a suitable estimate for IJ" is found by 
maximizing -l-c*b(o) i.e solving 
crt", b 
from Eqs.(6.12) and (6.13). The best 0 minimizing X2 is then: 
(6.14) 
In their original application of the method to galaxy redshifts estimation, the authors sum up the 
all process by stating that "the galaxy spectrum is correlated against the template spectrum and the 
resultant peak is fit by a smooth symmetric function (we use a quadratic polynomial). the central 
height of this fit determin es 0, the center is 0, and the width in conjunction with the width of the 
template provides IJ" " (Tonry and Davis, 1979). 
Error analysis - Redshift error and refining redshift estimates 
The authors recognize the need to properly take into account the mismatch between input and 
template as the main contribution to the error budget. To formalize that, they introduce a "per-
turbed" version of the expression for c(n) in Eq.(6.1) with a candidate for s(n) of the type given 
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in Eq.(6.8) : 
c(n) = s(n)xt(n) ~ (hot*b) xt(n -- no) + a(n). (6.15) 
The fin;t term in the right hand is the exact correlated function between input spectrum and 
template and the second term is the distorsion introduced in the exact value by the mismatch 
between spectrum and template. The combination of both leads to the value of c(n) as obtained 
in the previous section. b( n) is normali2ed in such a way that 
Because c( n) is a normali2ed cross-correlation function. no being the exact value for the perfect 
peak (i.e c(no) = 1) leads to 
ho + a(no) = 1. 
a( n) is then a random function to be determined. (t*b) x t( n - no) is even about n = no because 
b( n) is even and any autocorrelation function4 is even about O. By consequence, the odd component 
of c(n) about n = no is the odd component of a(n) about n = no. This brings: 
1 1 2 [c(n + no) - c( -n + no))] = 2 [a(n + no) - a( -n + no)]. (6.16) 
In practice no IS not precisely known but approximated by J, and because this procedure gives 
no information about the symmetric part of a(n), only the root-mean-square5 (rms) of the anti-
symmetric part of c(n) about J is computed. If it is further assumed that a(n) has even and odd 
components uncorrelated but of equal rms. Therefore, the nns of a(n) is J2 times the rms of its 
antisymmetric component6 (Tonry and Davis, 1979) : 
2 11", 2 (Ja~ N2 L [c(n+J)-c(-n+J)]. (6.17) 
The (assumed) random behaviour of a(n) alters the "exact peak" value obtained from: 
(6.18) 
f. the (mean) error in the peak estimate is then defined as E = IJ - nol where J is well estimated 
from Eq.(6.18). (Tonry and Davis, 1979) estimate the shift from '·the exact peak" by interpolating 
Eq.(6.18) with parabolas. i.e: 
where 1) is of appropriate type (here a 2nd order polynomial in n - no). In addition: 
15 = nodo + nidi 
do + d l 
4The autocorrelation function is the cross-correlation of a function with itself 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
SIn mathematics, the root-mean-square is the statistical measure of the magnitude of a varying quantity. It is 
especially useful when variates are alternatively positive and negative, e.g waves By definition: X rrns = y' < X2 > 
where < X2 > denotes the variance of the input signal X. In the case of a given population whose random variable X 
follows a given distribution, we have: X;rns =< X >2 +ai (http://en.1J'ikipedia.org/1J'iki/ RooLmean_square). 
6Straightforward from both the definitions of rms and the expression of any function f in terms of its sym-
. / d' . / dd f() f f f(x)+f(-x) + metrIC even an antlsymmetnc 0 components as x = syrnmetric/feVtcn + ant1,.,ymmetrtc/odd = 2 . 
f(x)-f(-x) 
2 
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is a general estimate for 8 from the resulting peak in a parabola obtained by adding two parabolas 
centered at no and nl with second derivatives do(no) and d1(nl). In the case of a quadratic 
interpolation, considering Eqs.(6.15) and (6.19), the "true peak" will have: 
4h 
do = -2' 
w 
(6.21) 
"whereas a typical peak in a( n) has average height V20' a and width w if we assume the power 
spectrum of a(n) to be similar to that of t*bxt" (Tomy and Davis, 1979). From Eq.(6.17) and 
considering - to first order - the nearest peak to no in a(n), one can show that the estimated mean 
distance from no satisfies : 
1 n 1 - no IIX N. (6.22) 
As illustrated in figure 6.8, 1', the ratio of the height of the true peak h to the average peak, 
V2O'a in a(x) is introduced as : 
1'= 
h 
V2O'a' 
(Blondin and Tonry, 2006) introduce the correlation r-value as : 
h 
l' - value = -. 
20'a 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
Considering equations 6.20, 6.21, 6.22 and 6.23; (Tonry and Davis, 1979) found that the mean 
error ,f . in the peak estimate satisfies: 
1 
f = 18 - no 1 IX N --. 
1 + l' 
(6.25) 
The precise coefficients nmltiplying l!r can be adjusted so that the predicted error fits external 
errors gathered from other independent accurate estimation methods. 
In Eq.(6.15) and because c(n) is normalized; for a perfect correlation, a (true) peak will have h = 
1 at the exact redshift Ztrue i.e. when n = no. By definition of the cross-correlation c( n), it will then 
be symmetric about that redshift Ztrue (or equivalently about n = no) i.e. c(n+no)-c( -n+no) = 0 
and the relation 6.16 leads to O'a = 0 which implies that 7' --+ ex; by Eq. (6.24). In realistic terms 
that means that 7' will be small (7' < 3) for a spurious correlation peak and large (1' ::::: 8) for a 
significant peak since in the latter case h ~ 1 and O'a necessarily small (Blondin and Tonry, 2006) 
as illustrated in figures 6.8 and 6.9. 
In developing SNID, (Blondin and Tonry, 2006) went further by weighting the 7' - value by the 
overlap, lap. in In().,) space (figure 6.10) at the correlation redshift between input and template 
spectra. The overlap is complementary to the 7' - value in conveying absolute information about 
the quality of the correlation. Correlation redshifts with an associated lap < laprnin = 0/40 and a 
combined 7'lap = l' X lap < riapmin = 5 are usually discarded by the authors. 
Redshift and phase estimate accuracy with SNID 
Numerical simulations were performed by (Blondin and Tonry, 2006) to evaluate the accuracy of 
SNID in estimating the redshift and phase of a supernovae spectrum. The authors segregated the 
templates in the unique database, to avoid double use. Only Type fa supernovae were used. The 
sample was made of'" 64 SNe la for which", 796 spectra are available. Each input spectrum was 
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n,;ure 6,8: c, th o "'n~j"llOn "_rnlu, "d'fin,d "' Ih, ,,,I,,, "j Ihe h"'g~J h, of Ih, p<ok m Ihe n"","a)",cd 
J"nclwn (,,,I,d lw,) to t~"", 1M rm.<, 1>. of ,t, onl"',l1nm,lnc compon,nt .h d," (Tow), and Da",,,. 1.'!7.'1), 
"', 01",",' "&I.o1md"~ ..,1"M~"g Ih' ~-;,jlh of a Iyp,ml ""ok m alfl) a"~mIn9 ,/> pow" , ,,,,otTum,, "m!iar 
~, Ih<· p<,"".,' .<pcdr.", "f 1,·.I,\x I SU"''' (111"",jm ,m,j T omll, ~IJ/}ii.i 
FigUTP G,9: ,Vum",,,,j "muiali01" Ii~ (Lliondm and Tom)', i(I/!6} md,c"tc ,ha' '" "",I""", ,du"",,,,,, " 
""JJ I.· ,,,,,,,I{ (e <. Jj I'"~ "'PUIlO'" cm-rdal!On p<ak, and 10"11' IT ~ 8) lor 0 "gmjiror.! p<ok, SO~rtf (S 
B1,,,,d,,,) 
mndOllllv r<'<l'hiheJ b}' > f' [11.1,11,7[, Sume ,.)ioe "'"" abo "dd",1 to mimic T~al d"'ta from g - 10 
m cia", tclc""~,,, tvpicallv 1-.1 ill "",moltogie,.) SNe b 'Ur\"~y', 
Rased on tbese ';lIIulatioll', the anl l,o," ,ho,,'ed lhal lhe lypic~1 crron< Oil red,hi!t and ph",-", ~re 
r"'p"et ivply 1>. <: 0,01 and ~, :S J da}' , for rlap _ r - miu< x lap 2: 5. A furth€r croo,.d, .... :ki''-'' l\''''' 
p~d"'m"d by ('omp,,,ing bo(h 1 he redshifc from nRrruw emb,iu,,/ ai:J,;orptioll ~"e, ill lbe 1""'1 ~ahuy 
,pe<trum~"d S\'IIJ: 4; SNp bfrom t.he ESSESCE prujeci "ilh 0,164:S z:S 11,781. """ (I.(XHi l\'"", 
tl,~ ui,p",nioll "bt.~i"'" on" ou<'-lo-one ",rre<ponuenee of the "u,bi!!" ill llo~ rall~e ""'1"""00. It 
abo app€arNi th"" good ~rior8 011 red'hill ('(luld impro,'e lhe outp"t 0'" pi,,,,,, e><limale anu "','" 
''''T>(L Fig"r", Ii, II; Ii. 12, 6, 13 and G, 1 ~ "how th"'-" re;;ults, 
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." 
~. \ap=ln(..t ,llJ ~L 
"'" "," 
"" ~"'''' ''''' I~l -
Figur~ 6.111; Th, lap quad,ji<> Ih , ,,",,-lop m "",I ~",~im9U, bet",,,,) mp,,1 and t , mp/at. 'l"cl",m, 
Inmmed ~I c<,,.,,,iatwn Cfd,h!fi. Ii " compl,mrnla'1l to th, r - value in ""'"'v"'g "',oJul, mf"'1n"t'o~ 
a"".1 1/" ~,"I<tv of Ih, ",,"",lat,on, Sour>::<: (S. lJiondmj 
Type f'"t imM~ ,,~c"r~cy with S N1D 
Sr\m c(~ Ll rl ~Ioo IX' usc..-j to p l~c" T'('~"mah l o constrain" Oll ,h~ t.y>", of t.ho input "P"'"trum. The 
~lItlK)r' prdimimTl' ,!rat<¥," i. ha""d on the cumub,in fraction of "'rt'{' l ~ti()n< <'Xcwrlin g I!. ("{'ruin 
dol' cut.off. In (""till!'; the "'"t OO<:! vi~ "inmi>tion'. t lJ,:." fO<'uS<'J on t~cklin g t.wn j",,,,, porlicnbr ly 
",!<-vant to ongoing SN~ la ",,~rch(', ~t high r('d"hift. : 
• Tho ~bilit y to rii"tinglli,h »(""(,(,ll [f)!)IT_ liko S:-,,, la mentioned in "....,.ion 4 .2 .4 liJl(lot.hor 
Type II!. "UPOIllOYIi<': 
• The jncr"a.<;in8 rliffi clI lt.y to ~i,t in~lli"h ""t,..""n t)']X' Ie Sll[X'rnOYa~ ~n rl SN~ 10 at high rcd-
,hilt" 
T)",ir tirst r",ult~ ,hown in fi~ur"" 6,1·~ onrl 6,16. h~hlight til(' oompk>m~ntari!y !x>tWWll 'p<'('tro-
""opic ond photon!('t,k ot""r""tiou" for (Dc das,ifk~tion of &nP<'lllOw'e, 
6.2.3 An f'x"mp]p. of ~pe("t ra] anll]y~ is with S:"'ID 
He,~ wc t~" S:-' TTl on two TIP<' Ia , uperao,","" frOlu th~ St:SI'EC, uatatA&<': <klail, gi,ell iu tohle 
6.1 In tigurC!' 6. 17 "&ct of outputs without prior; i, pl'"""tlteu, Two as"",("\, are highli~h\w Ill('re 
• SNID i" able to give I!. g(X)(] "'tirna\~ of IXlth ,c~"hifl "Il~ ph&", e>;,imatc ill the ab"'llc~ of 
allY p.-ior. A, a r~min rle,. (U]ond in ~nrl Tomy. ~~J6J <'St"b h,hNl through simlllii.tion, that 
(I)", :S Il.Ill) alld (I)", :S:I day,) arc t.ypieal di"fX',"~>n' for mos \ly Sr-;c Ja 
• A. with all} olhef ,of\"·,,,e. ",'m~ regiom of Woahll"""'" do ~xi'l. An imJ~malll one t.eill!\ 
r~lat.-.d to how i.o reuu('" ill"",'ura<'ie,; ill the e,lirnalioll 01 allY ollhe l wo parli.melerS (,",bhilt 
onu Dh.~""J, Hero, [Of ,h~ Type la SN l~~ac. while th~ ~ha,., e'timale i" r"a"ouable, lhe 
roU"hift ""limal" is pal'lieuiatiy wl"a\i,faclo,y. All applicalion i, lhell maue 01 lhe lacl 
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Initial red shift entered, Zo Outcome (template ID, type, phase and redshift estimate, z) 
0.005 SN 04eo (Ia - normal. +14) ; z = 0.001 ± 0.006 
0.01 SN 04eo (Ia - normal. +14) ; Z = 0.001 ± 0.007 
0.015 SN 96 (Ia - normal. +23) ; Z = 0.000 ± 0.007 
0.025 SN 95al (Ia - normal. +25) ; Z = 0.002 ± 0.008 
0.035 SN 95al (Ia - normal. +25) : Z = 0.002 ± 0.008 
0.05 SN 99aa (Ia - 91 T . +54) : Z = 0.014 ± 0.009 
0.051 SN 97cn (Ia - 91bg, +29) ; Z = 0.049 ± 0.009 
0.052 SN 97cn (Ia - 91bg, +29) : Z = 0.049 ± 0.009 
0.0523 SN 97cn (Ia - 91bg, +29) : Z = 0.049 ± 0.009 
0.055 SN 97cn (Ia - 91bg, +29) ; Z = 0.050 ± 0.009 
Table 6.2: SN 1992ac given in table 6.1 has its redshift and phase estimate relatively inaccurate in figure 
6.17. We redo the test on SN 1992ac, with SNID, using various initial redshift 20 ranging from an arbitrarily 
chosen to the exact value given in table 6.1 . The abbreviation "Ia" is for the type of supernova. "normal" 
indicates a normal Type Ia and "91T" and "91bg" refer to perculiar Type Ia as explained in the previous 
sections. Apparently, the more accurate the initial redshift 20, the better the outcome for the redshift (2) 
and phase estimates. The need for a wider pool of templates is evident. One foresees the possibility of 
using either a grid based ,\2 or a MCMC to get initial values for both the redshift (and the phase) and feed 
-where possible - SNID with them. 
6.3 Summary 
In chapter 5, it was realised that widening and varying the range and type of supernovae spectra 
used in creating the composite templates was crucial in securing a satisfactory outcome from the 
spectral characterization of a given supernova. In looking at more complete strategies, cross-
correlation techniques were introduced via the presentation of SupprNova IDpntification codp 
(SNID). SNID is an algorithm written by (Blondin and Toury. 2006) from the correlation tech-
nique developed by (Toury and Davis, 1979). Given a candidate spectrum. s(n), and a template 
spectrum, t( n), the central goal is to determine the (1 + z) wavelength scaling to t( n) that max-
imizes the cross-correlation c(n) = s(n)xt(n) where x denotes the cross-correlation product. For 
practical reasons, the spectra are binned into N bins. Contrary to the initial sample used by 
(Kugent et at., 2002), the database for SNID (SUSPECT and CfA) comprises a larger and more 
varied collection of spectra as templates. As a result, SNID givps accurate estimates for redshift 
(0- 2 :s: 0.01) and phase (o-t :s: 3 days) for SNe la. SNID also allows the estimation of the type of the 
supernova under consideration, which in many cases is accurate. In running SNID, the possibility 
is given to the user to enter an initial redshift estimate to be used by the code in the parameter 
estimation. Because an apparent improvement of the outcome with thp rpfinmpnt of thp input 
initial redshift seems evident, one foresees the possibility of using a .\ 2-based test (grid or MCMC) 
as done previously, to obtain some initial values for both the redshift and the phase and to feed 
them -where possible - into SNID. 
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Chapter 7 
Summary 
The main purpose of this thesis is two-fold. Firstly to gain a better understanding of the the-
oretical and observational grounding of dark energy, the supposed driving force of the recently 
observed cosmic acceleration. Secondly it aims at exploring and learning parameter estimation 
strategies commonly used in modern cosmology. The parameter estimation is applied to the quan-
titative analysis of Type la supernovae (SNe la) spectra to estimate redshift and phase (relative 
to maximum brightness) of the SN la. 
It is generally admitted that SNe la result from the explosion of a white dwarf having undergone 
a dwelling process by accreting matter from a companion star up to the Chandrasekhar limit. 
A growing ('oncensus in the scientific community strongly points toward the use of SNe la as 
standardizable candles. The drive for the latter being their high luminosity, homogeneity and 
(quasi) ubiquity. SNe la were at the origin of the discovery of the accelerating universe. With the 
elusive dark matter already accounted for in the energy budget of the universe, SNe la indicated 
the need for an additio nal dark component with a negative equation of state. This challenging 
result has since been corroborated by estimates of the age of the universe which requires a non-zero 
dark energy component if consistency with current estimates of the Hubble constant is required. 
:'-.lore recently, measurements of the geometry from the CMB, which suggest a flat universe. and 
studies of large scale structures pointing toward a preferred length scale in their clustering, have 
contributed to the stream of evidence implying the need for a non-zero dark component. 
The challenges associated to sharpening SNe la as standardizable candles are related to the poor 
understanding of SNe la progenitors and to the lack of a relevant physics for dark energy. The 
dominant beliefs assume that dark energy might be caused by Einstein's cosmological constant, A, 
leading to the ACDM model; or by a time-varying scalar field rolling slowly down the potential 
and thus being dominated by the potential energy. 
A rapidly growing sector of cosmology revolves around estimating characteristic parameters 
for the structure and the evolution of the universe. The more accurate the estimates, the better 
the constraints on the cosmology; hence the strong emphasis on bringing down the error budget 
associated to the data. This work revolves around parameter estimation from SNe la. We have 
developed two codes. The first code is based OIl a grid strategy for the parameter space and 
the second code is an implementation of the Metropolis-Hastingds algorithm for the a Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo method. The aim is to fit templates to spectra of SNe la from the SUSPECT 
database using Nugent templates. The fitting process allows us to estimate: (a) the redshift of a 
given SNe la: (b) the phase of the targeted SNe la in relation to the day of peak B-band brightness. 
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Successful estimates in both codes rely on the wavelength range of the input data (from blue to red 
being the ideal); the adequate use of some prior knowledge on the input data (range of redshift, 
phase) and computational power. Typical failures are due to the extent of overall amplitude 
discrepancies between input data and template spectra; the sub-optimal behavior of the moving 
window averaging strategy in handling imperfections on spectra (e.g oscillating patterns) and the 
need for widening and varying the range and type of supernovae used in creating the composite 
templates. In looking at more complete strategies, cross-correlation techniques were explored via 
the SlIper;\ova IDentification rode (SNID). SNID is an algorithm developed by (Blondin and Tomy, 
2006) and gives promising estimates for redshift (O"z ..:; 0.01) and phase (0"/ ..:; 3 days) of mostly 
SKe la. SKID also allows the estimation of the type of the supernova under consideration, which 
in many cases is accurate. 
SNID and codes such as the ones we developed will remain a key part of Supernova cosmology 
in the coming decade as we push to higher redshifts and smaller systematics errors. 
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Chapter 8 
Appendix 
Matlab version of the code for the grid based x2-test 
clear plot; 
clear; 
double all; 
global tempmatrix 
global Xrealspec 
global Yrealspec 
global Xtempspec 
global datalength 
global tempmatrixdiv 
global Xtempspecdiv 
global window 
global shift 
global tempmatrixdiv 
global tempmatrixlnPhase 
global SplinedTempPhase 
global splinedtempmatrixdiv 
global Xtempspecprime 
global Ytempspecprime 
global newstartline 
global newend 
global Ki Z vector 
global MinChisQVec 
global scope 
global fittingspec 
tic; 
% Reading all the template 
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[fid,msg]= fopen('entreSNIa.dat', 'r', 'native'); 
[ttrix countmatrix] = fscanf(fid, '%f', [3,inf]); 
fclose(fid) ; 
tempmatrix = ttrix' ; 
% Reading the real data 
[fid,msg]= fopen('1992acl0.dat' ,'r' ,'native'); 
[spec countrealspec] = fscanf(fid,'%f', [2,inf]); 
fclose(fid); 
realspec = spec'; 
Xrealspec 
Yrealspec 
realspec(: ,1, :); 
realspec( : ,2, : ) ; 
% Inserting the priors 
Zmin 0.0; 
Zmax 1.0; 
Zstep = 0.001; 
phasemin 2; 
phasemax 91; 
phasestep = 1; 
% Some Technicalities are extracted 
datalength = countrealspec/2; 
[increment,bas,ctrl] = basicinfomin(Xrealspec,datalength); 
lowestwavelength = Xrealspec(l); 
% Important for plotting the fit 
k = 1; 
linestart 
lineend 
tempspec 
Xtempspec 
k*2401 + 1; 
linestart + 2400; 
tempmatrix(linestart:lineend,1:3); 
tempspec(: ,2, :); 
[newstartline,daystart,wavel] = locate(tempspec,(lowestwavelength - 0»; 
speclong = 2401 - newstartline + 1; 
scope = min(speclong,datalength); 
newend = scope + newstartline - 1; 
numberoflines = newstartline; %- linestart + 1 
tempspecprime tempspec(newstartline:newend,1:3); 
Xtempspecprime tempspecprime(: ,2, :); 
Ytempspecprime tempspecprime(: ,3, :); 
% Dividing Amplitude of real Data by a smooth fcn obtained via an averaging process 
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window 
shift 
500; 
1 ; 
[Xrealspecdiv Yrealspecdiv] = dividespec(Xrealspec,Yrealspec); 
datalengthdiv = length(Xrealspecdiv); 
% Generating the full set of residual templates and phase splined ones 
tempmatrixInPhase = []; % Will be all templates in Phase space 
tempmatrixdiv = []; 
residualizeTemplatesgrid(); % U get a matrix of residual flux vectors per day + associated Xran, 
% Gridding 
phaseI 
phaseF 
floor(phasemin); 
floor(phasemax) + 1; 
InitPhaseRange = phaseI:1:phaseF; % Phase range on which i will spline 
FinalPhaseRange = phasemin : phasestep : phasemax; % Subdividing using prior on phase step 
t length(Xtempspecdiv); 
% am splining residual templates over phase space by fully using my priors 
SplinedTempPhase splinedPhaseter2(Xtempspecdiv,InitPhaseRange,FinaIPhaseRange,phaseI,phaseF,l 
countZ 1· ,
LambdaDmin = Xrealspecdiv(l) ; 
beta = Xrealspecdiv(end - 1); 
tic; 
for Zi = Zmin : Zstep : Zmax 
bluediv = Xrealspecdiv./(l + Zi); 
Didx = find( (bluediv >= LambdaDmin) & (bluediv <= beta) ); 
if ( length(Didx) >= 2 
D = Didx(l) 
F = Didx(end); 
blueInterval = bluediv(D:F); % Associated bluediv truncated 
PhiDBd = Yrealspecdiv(D:F); 
SplineResTemplateOverIbd2(Xtempspecdiv,blueInterval); 
elseif (bluediv(l) >= Xtempspecdiv(2)) % Case where only one point left 
blue Interval = bluediv; 
SplineResTemplateOverIbd2(Xtempspecdiv,blueInterval); 
colI = length(splinedtempmatrixdiv(: ,1, :)); 
PhiDBd = zeros(l,coll); 
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else 
Alarm = Zi 
break; 
end 
countPhase = 1; 
for phase = phasemin:phasestep:phasemax 
chisq(countZ,countPhase) = sum«splinedtempmatrixdiv(: ,countPhase, :)-PhiDBd').-
countPhase = countPhase + 1; 
end 
countZ countZ + 1; 
end 
RedshiftVec = Zmin:Zstep:Zmax; 
PhaseVec = phasemin:phasestep:phasemax; 
[MinChisQVec, idx] = min(chisq); % Contains column vectors of minimum Ki per phase 
[MinChisq, indexP] = min(MinChisQVec); % minimum chi-squared and associated phase 
Chi_Squared_min = MinChisq % value of the Ki-squared 
Phase = PhaseVec(indexP) - 1 % phase estimate 
Bphase = Phase - 20 
Ki_Z_vector = chisq(: ,indexP,:); % col. vectors of minimum Ki per redshift 
[confirmation, indexZ] = min(chisq(: ,indexP, :)); 
Redshift = RedshiftVec(indexZ) % redshift estimate 
%Fit7bis(Redshift,Phase + 1) 
Fit7(Phase + 1) 
finishtime toc 
Procedures and functions developed for the grid based x2-test 
Basicinfomin.m : gives relevant information related to the input data 
function [increase,low,chek] = basicinfomin(Xtab,length) 
% Extracts basic info about input (increment, lower value and a control value) 
somme = 0; 
min Xtab(2) - Xtab(l); 
for i (2: length) 
temp = Xtab(i) - Xtab(i - 1); 
if (temp < min) 
min = temp; 
end 
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somme somme + temp; 
end 
increase ceil(somme/length); 
low = min; 
chek = temp; 
dividespec.m : gives the residual spectrum and associated wavelength 
function [Xvecout Yvecout ] = dividespec(Xvecin,Yvecin) 
% Generates the smooth via moving averaging and gives residual spectrum 
global datalength 
global window 
global shift 
global scope 
looper 
n = 0; 
start 
lend 
length(Xvecin); 
1 . , 
window; 
while (lend <= looper) 
n = n + 1; 
tempX 
Xtemp(n) 
tempY 
Ytemp(n) 
start 
= Xvecin(start:lend); 
sum(tempX)/window; 
Yvecin(start:lend); 
sum(tempY)/window; 
start + shift; 
lend lend + shift; 
end; 
splinedYvecin = spline(Xvecin,Yvecin,Xtemp); 
Xvecout Xtemp; 
Yvecout splinedYvecin./Ytemp; 
%New = [Xvecout , Yvecout] 
residualizeTemplatesgrid.m : Gives a matrix of residual templates ordered in spectrum per day 
(tempmatrixdiv) 
function residualizeTemplatesgrid() 
% Gives a matrix of residual templates ordered in spectrum per day 
% and associated wavelength range 
global tempmatrix 
global tempmatrixdiv 
global tempmatrixlnPhase 
global Xtempspecdiv 
global Xtempspec 
k 0; 
debut k*2401 + 1; 
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fin = debut + 2400; 
Xtempspec = tempmatrix(debut:fin,2:2); 
Xtempspecdiv = divideLambda(Xtempspec); % Wavelength range for each spectrum 
while (k <= 90) 
end 
linestart k*2401 + 1; 
lineend linestart + 2400; 
Ytempspec tempmatrix(linestart:lineend,3:3); 
Ytempspecdiv divideTspec(Xtempspec,Ytempspec); 
tempmatrixdiv 
tempmatrixlnPhase 
k k + 1; 
[tempmatrixdiv , Ytempspecdiv']; 
[tempmatrixlnPhase , Ytempspec]; 
splinedPhaseter2.m : splines template residuals over phase space by fully using priors 
function [interpo] = splinedPhaseter2(VO,V1,V2,scal1,sca12,sca13,sca14) 
% Gives residual spectra associated to our priors on phase 
% given on Xtempspecdiv range 
global datalengthdiv 
global tempmatrixdiv 
global Xtempspecdiv 
looper = length(VO); 
ligne = 2:1:91; 
length(ligne); 
matrice = tempmatrixdiv(1:looper,2:91)'; 
length(matrice(:,l»; 
tempo = interp1(ligne,matrice,V2, 'spline'); % Splining 
interpo = tempo; % This is the desired (residual) spectra 
SplineResTemplateOverIbd2.m: splines residual template over the range defined by the billeshifted 
data 
function SplineResTemplateOverlbd2(V1,V2) 
% Generates residual template over same X-range as blueshifted data 
global tempmatrix 
global tempmatrixdiv 
global splinedtempmatrixdiv 
global SplinedTempPhase 
splinedtemp = interp1(V1, SplinedTempPhase', V2, 'spline'); % Splining 
splinedtempmatrixdiv = splinedtemp; % This is the desired (residual) spectra 
%end 
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Fit7.m : plots the original data and the matching template at Z = 0 
function Fit7(Phi) % Should plot the data and the best fit given by phase phi 
global Yrealspec 
global Xrealspec 
global Xtempspecprime 
global Xtempspecprime 
global datalength 
global 
global 
global 
global 
global 
global 
tempmatrixlnPhase 
newstartline 
new end 
scope 
datalength 
fittingspec 
day = floor(Phi); 
ligne = 2:1:91; 
matrice = tempmatrixlnPhase(newstartline:scope,2:91)'; 
if ( day == Phi ) && ( Phi >= 2 ) && ( Phi <= 91) 
interpo = tempmatrixlnPhase(newstartline:scope,day:day); 
else if ( Phi >= 2 ) && ( Phi <= 91) 
tempo = interp1(ligne, matrice, Phi, 'spline'); % Splining 
interpo = tempo; % This is the desired (residual) spectra 
else 
interpo = tempmatrixlnPhase(newstartline:scope,1:1); 
end 
xlabel('Wavelength (angstroms)'); 
ylabel('Flux (arbitrary units'); 
fittingspec = interpo; 
a = length(fittingspec); 
rayon min(datalength,a) 
Tidx = find«Xtempspecprime >= Xrealspec(l)) & (Xtempspecprime <= 10000)); 
Didx = find( Xrealspec <= 10000 ); 
aT Tidx(1); 
bT Tidx(end); 
bD Didx(end); 
plot(Xrealspec(l:bD),Yrealspec(l:bD),'--r' , ... 
Xtempspecprime(aT:bT),fittingspec(aT:bT) ,'-.b') 
h = legend('data' ,'Matching template at z = 0' ,1); 
Matlab version of the MCMC code 
clear; 
clear all; 
clear plot; 
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global kisquareprev 
global kisquarenext 
global tempmatrix 
global Xrealspec 
global Yrealspec 
global Yrealspecdiv 
global Xrealspecdiv 
global Ytempspecdiv 
global Xtempspecdiv 
global Xtempspec 
global Xtempspecprime 
global SNxspline 
global datalength 
global paramvector 
global overallKi 
global overallLiK 
global chainsnumber 
global stepsnumber 
global Kioverallchains 
global Allchains 
global mergedChain 
global TheChain 
global rowofmean 
global rowofvar 
global RforConvergence 
global autoco 
global CorrelationLength 
global EffectiveLength 
global scope 
global initial 
global probablenext 
global window 
global shift 
global numberoflines 
global numberoflinesdiv 
global Template 
global tempmatrixdiv 
global tempmatrixdivonGrid 
global tempmatrixlnPhase 
global datalengthdiv 
global lowestwavelengthdiv 
global newstartline 
global newend 
global fittingspec 
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global LiKoverallchains 
global Burnlnchain 
global ratio 
% Reading all the template 
[fid,msg]= fopen('entreSNla.dat', 'r' ,'native'); 
[ttrix, countmatrix] = fscanf(fid, '%f', [3,inf]); 
fclose(fid); 
tempmatrix = ttrix'; 
% Reading the real data 
[fid,msg]= fopen('2003duout.dat', 'r' ,'native'); 
[spec countrealspec] = fscanf(fid,'%f', [2,inf]); 
fclose(fid); 
realspec = spec'; 
Xrealspec 
Yrealspec 
real spec( : ,1, : ) ; 
realspec(: ,2, :); 
% Some Technicalities are extracted 
datalength = countrealspec/2; 
[increment,bas,ctrl] = basicinfomin(Xrealspec,datalength); 
lowestwavelength = Xrealspec(l); 
% needed Xrange from template (identical for all templates) 
k = 1; 
linestart 
lineend 
tempspec 
Xtempspec 
k*2401 + 1; 
linestart + 2400; 
tempmatrix(linestart:lineend,1:3); 
tempspec ( : ,2, :) ; 
[newstartline,daystart,wavel] = locate(tempspec,(lowestwavelength - 0»; 
speclong = 2401 - newstartline + 1; 
scope = min(speclong,datalength); 
newend = scope + newstartline - 1; 
numberoflines = newstartline; %- linestart + 1 
tempspecprime 
Xtempspecprime 
tempspec(newstartline:newend,1:3) ; 
tempspecprime(: ,2,:); 
% Obttaining data residual spectrum 
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window 
shift 
500; 
1 ; 
spec = dividespec2(Xrealspec,Yrealspec); 
Xrealspecdiv spec(: ,1, :); 
Yrealspecdiv spec(: ,2, :); 
datalengthdiv = length(Yrealspecdiv); 
% Generating the full set of residual templates 
tempmatrixInPhase = []; % Will be all templates in Phase space 
tempmatrixdiv = []; 
tempmatrixdivonGrid [] ; 
BurnInchain = []; 
Xtempspecdiv = divideLambda(Xtempspec); % wavelength range for each residual template 
lowestwavelengthdiv = Xtempspecdiv(l); 
residualizeTemplates5; 
% U get a matrix of residual flux vectors per day + associated Xrange 
% MCMC 
% Defining the number of steps per Chain 
stepsnumber input('Desired number of Steps for each Chain (preferably even number) ? \n'); 
% Defining the number of desired chains 
chainsnumber input('Desired Number of Chains ( preferably => 2 ) ? \n'); 
Kioverallchains = []; % Important matrices to initialize 
LiKoverallchains = []; 
mergedChain = []; 
rowfomean = []; 
rowofvar = []; 
i 1· ,
sigma1 
sigma2 
0.1; % Step size for redshift in the Jump vector 
1 ; % Step size for Phase in the jump vector 
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for k ( 1 : chainsnumber) 
step = 1; 
Phase I 
paramvector 
15 + (35 - 15)*rand ; % A number between 2 and 91 
[max(O,O.OOl + (0.100 - 0.001) .*rand(l,l)), PhaseI]; 
Zprev 
dayprev 
paramvector(l); 
paramvector(2); 
Yprevdiv splinedPhase7(dayprev); % residual at phase 
kisquareprev = kisquaredparam4(Zprev,Yprevdiv); % Scalar 
dayprev 
overallKi(step,:) = kisquareprev; % Help for BurnIn solving 
overallLiK(step,:) = exp( - kisquareprev/2 ); % help for BurnIn solving 
% Acting 
for step 
step 
1 : stepsnumber - 1 
step + 1; 
end 
Gaussian1 o + sigma1.*randn; %From Gauss. distrib with mean 0 and std - sigma1 
Gaussian2 0 + sigma2.*randn; %From Gauss. distrib with mean 0 and std - sigma2 
jump = [Gaussian1,Gaussian2]; % Gaussian1 and Gaussain2 can be < 0 
initial = paramvector(step - 1, :); % A row vector 
probablenext = initial + jump; % A row vector 
Zprev 
dayprev 
initial(l); 
initial(2); 
Znext probablenext(l); 
daynext probablenext(2); 
[Yprevdiv,Ynextdiv] = splinedPhase4cinqo(dayprev,daynext); 
[kisquareprev,kisquarenext] = kisquaredparam3quatro2(Zprev,Yprevdiv,Znext,Ynextdiv) 
decisionfactoR = exp( -(kisquarenext - kisquareprev)/2); % Scalar 
i = i + 1; 
Updateparam5(step, decisionfactoR, initial, probablenext); 
% Column vector keeping the Kisquared values per step of the full Chain 
Kioverallchains = [Kioverallchains ; overallKi]; 
% Column vector keeping the likelihood values per step of the full Chain 
LiKoverallchains = [LiKoverallchains ; overallLiK]; 
mergedChain = [mergedChain ; paramvector]; % Full Chain 
temp = paramvector(stepsnumber/2 : stepsnumber, 1:2); 
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% Extracting some parameter vectors for Cony. & Mixing check. 
rowofmean(k,:) mean(temp); % mean of each sub-chain in the truncated whole. 
rowofvar(k,:) = [ cov(temp(: ,1)) cov(temp(: ,2)) ]; % variance within each sub-chain. 
end 
SolveBurnln; % Solves Burn-in 
merged = length(mergedChain(: ,1, :)) 
NeYIDerged = length(TheChain(: ,1, :)) 
ConvMix2; % check convergence 
RforConvergence % is the convergence/mixing criterion 
%autocorrelationbis(); 
Chi_squared = min(Kioverallchains) 
redshift = mean(TheChain(: ,1, :)) 
sigmaredshift = std(TheChain(: ,1, :)) 
phase = mean(TheChain(: ,2, :)) 
Bphase = phase - 20 
sigmaphase = std(TheChain(: ,2, :)) 
Fit7(phase); % For plotting 
Procedures and functions developed for the MCMC code 
Basicinfomin.m : detailed above. Gives relevant information related to the input data 
dividelambda.m : gives the X-range associated to the output from divide.m 
function [vecout] = divideLambda(vecin) 
global datalength 
global window 
global shift 
looper 
n = 0; 
length(vecin); 
start 
lend 
1 ; 
window; 
while (lend <= looper) 
n++; 
temp 
Xtemp(n) 
start 
vecin(start:lend); 
sum(temp)/window; 
start + shift; 
lend lend + shift; 
endwhile; 
extent = min(looper,length(Xtemp)); 
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vecout = Xtemp; 
return; 
endfunction 
Fit7.m : detailed above. Plots original data and matching template at Z = O. 
residualizeTemplates5.m : Generates the full matrix of residual templates 
function residualizeTemplates5() 
% Gives a matrix of residual templates ordered in spectrum per day 
% + a set on the same X-grid as the data ----> tempmatrixdivonGrid 
global tempmatrix 
global tempmatrixdiv 
global tempmatrixlnPhase 
global datalengthdiv 
global numberoflinesdiv 
global Xrealspecdiv 
global Xtempspecdiv 
global Xtempspec 
global lowestwavelengthdiv 
global tempmatrixdivonGrid 
plafond = length(Xtempspecdiv); 
bound = find(Xrealspecdiv < Xtempspecdiv(plafond)); 
intake Xrealspecdiv(1:bound(length(bound))); 
k = 0; % From Phase 0 to Phase 90 
while (k <= 90) 
end 
linestart 
lineend 
k*2401 + 1; 
linestart + 2400; 
Ytempspec = tempmatrix(linestart:lineend,3:3); 
Ytempspecdiv = divideTspec(Xtempspec,Ytempspec); 
YtempspecdivonGrid = spline(Xtempspecdiv,Ytempspecdiv,intake); 
% Puting templates on same grid as data 
tempmatrixlnPhase = [tempmatrixlnPhase , Ytempspec]; 
% Template ordered in increasing phase/day 
tempmatrixdiv [tempmatrixdiv , Ytempspecdiv']; 
tempmatrixdivonGrid = [tempmatrixdivonGrid , YtempspecdivonGrid']; 
% Template and Data are now on the same grid 
k k+1; 
splinedPhase7.m : returns the residual spectrum associated to a candidate phase phi 
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function [spectrumtdiv] = splinedPhase7(Phi) 
% Returns a residual spectrum associated to candidate phase phi 
global Xrealspecdiv 
global datalengthdiv 
global numberoflinesdiv 
global scope 
global tempmatrixdiv 
global tempmatrixdivonGrid 
global tempmatrixlnPhase 
alpha = floor(Phi); 
beta ceil(Phi); 
long length(tempmatrixdiv(:,1,:)); 
%Xt emp = 2: 1 : 91 ; 
if ( ( Phi <= 91 & ( Phi >= 2 ) ) 
if ( alpha >= 89 
bf beta; 
% and always <= 91 
bi beta - 3; 
Xtemp = bi:l:bf; 
extract = tempmatrixdiv(: ,bi:bf)'; 
tempo = interp1(Xtemp, extract, Phi, 'spline'); % Splining 
spectrumtdiv = tempo(1, :); % (residual) spectrum at Phi over 
%Xrealspecdiv (Both are now on the same grid) 
elseif alpha < 89 ) % and always >= 2 
ai alpha; 
af alpha + 3; 
Xtemp = ai:l:af; 
extract = tempmatrixdiv(: ,ai:af)'; 
tempo = interp1(Xtemp, extract, Phi, 'spline'); % Splining 
spectrumtdiv = tempo(1, :); % (residual) spectrum at Phi over 
%Xrealspecdiv (Both are now on the same grid) 
elseif beta <= 4 ) % and always >= 2 
ai alpha; 
af alpha + 3; 
Xtemp = ai:1:af; 
extract = tempmatrixdiv(: ,ai:af)'; 
tempo = interp1(Xtemp, extract, Phi, 'spline'); % Splining 
spectrumtdiv = tempo(1, :); % (residual) spectrum at Phi over 
%Xrealspecdiv (Both are now on the same grid) 
elseif beta > 4 ) % and always >= 2 
bf beta; 
bi beta - 3; 
Xtemp = bi:1:bf; 
extract = tempmatrixdiv(:,bi:bf)'; 
tempo = interp1(Xtemp, extract, Phi, 'spline'); % Splining 
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end 
spectrumtdiv = tempo(1,:); % (residual) spectrum at Phi over 
%Xrealspecdiv (Both are now on the same grid) 
else 
end 
% spectrumtdiv = tempmatrixdiv(: ,1, :)'; % i.e Phase 0 
spectrumtdiv = zeros(1,long); % i.e Phase 0 
kisquaredparam4.m : X2 associated to a candidate spectrum 
function [scalout] = kisquaredparam4(scall,Vl) 
% Returns the calculate chi-square associated 
% to candidate spectrum Vi at candidate redshift sca11 
global Xtempspecprime 
global SNxspline 
global Xrealspec 
global Yrealspec 
global Xrealspecdiv 
global Yrealspecdiv 
global datalength 
global scope 
global Xtempspecdiv 
global numberoflinesdiv 
spec [Xtempspecdiv', Vi']; 
Rspec redshift(scall,spec); 
redTspec = spline(Rspec(: ,1,:),Rspec(: ,2,:),Xrealspecdiv); 
scalout = (sum«Yrealspecdiv - redTspec). -2)); % redTspec is candidate spec. 
splinedPhase4cinqo.m : returns residual spectra associated to two candidate spectra 
function [spectrumtdivl,spectrumtdiv2] = splinedPhase4cinqo(Phil,Phi2) 
% Returns 2 residual spectra associated to candidate phase phil & phi2 
% from the database of residual spectra 
global Xrealspecdiv 
global datalengthdiv 
global numberoflinesdiv 
global scope 
global tempmatrixdiv 
global tempmatrixdivonGrid 
global tempmatrixlnPhase 
spectrumtdiv1 splinedPhase7(Phi1); 
spectrumtdiv2 = splinedPhase7(Phi2); 
kisquaredparam3quatro2.m : X2 associated to two candidate spectra 
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function [scaloutl,scalout2] = kisquaredparam3quatro(scall,Vl,sca12,V2) 
% Returns the calculate chi-square associated to candidate spectrum Vi, V2 
% at candidate redshift scali & sca12 resp. 
global 
global 
global 
global 
global 
global 
global 
global 
global 
global 
Xtempspecprime 
SNxspline 
Xrealspec 
Yrealspec 
Xrealspecdiv 
Yrealspecdiv 
datalength 
scope 
Xtempspecdiv 
numberoflinesdiv 
scaloutl = kisquaredparam4(scall,Vl); 
if (0 <= sca12) 
scalout2 kisquaredparam4(sca12,V2); 
else 
scalout2 scaloutl + 10000000; 
end 
Updateparam5.m : updates the vector of parameters if a candidate step is taken or rejected 
function Updateparam5(n, Vi, V2, V3) 
% Update the vector of parameters if the candidate step is taken or not 
global paramvector 
global 
global 
global 
global 
overallKi 
overallLiK 
kisquareprev 
kisquarenext 
if ( 1 <= Vl ) % From the decisionfactoR factor 
else 
tempi 
temp2 
temp3 
V3; % Take the new step 
kisquarenext; 
exp( - kisquarenext/2 ); 
temp4 = rand; % Drawing a number in the region [0,1] 
if ( temp4 <= Vl ) 
else 
end 
templ V3; % Take the new step 
temp2 
temp3 
tempi 
temp2 
temp3 
kisquarenext; 
exp( - kisquarenext/2 ); 
V2; % Remain and reject new step 
kisquareprev; 
exp( - kisquareprev/2 ); 
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end 
paramvector(n, :)= temp1; % row vector 
overaIIKi(n,:) temp2; % row vector 
overaIILiK(n,:) = temp3; 
SolveBurnin.m : solves the "burn in" problem 
function SolveBurnln() 
% Routine for solving the "burn-in" problem 
global Allchains 
global paramvector 
global chainsnumber 
global stepsnumber 
global Kioverallchains 
global mergedChain 
global TheChain 
global overallLiK 
global LiKoverallchains 
global Burnlnchain 
[] ; merger 
V2 median(LiKoverallchains); % A scalar 
for i = ( 1 
fin 
debut 
chainsnumber) 
i*stepsnumber; 
(fin - stepsnumber) + 1; 
tempLikchain LiKoverallchains(debut:fin); % likelihoods per step in i-th Chai: 
end 
tempchain = mergedChain(debut:fin,1:2); % Extracting the i-th chain 
j = 1; 
while (j <= stepsnumber) 
end 
if ( V2 <= tempLikchain(j)) 
end 
j=j+1 ; 
topup = tempchain(j + 1 : stepsnumber,1:2); 
merger = [merger ; topup]; 
Burnlnchain(i) j; 
break; 
TheChain = merger; 
Convl\lix2.m : checks for convergence and good mixing by giving the R parameter 
function ConvMix2() 
% Checks for convergebnce and good mixin via the Gelman-Rubin test 
global chainsnumber 
global stepsnumber 
global rowofmean 
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global 
global 
global 
global 
global 
global 
global 
rowofvar 
Kioverallchains 
mergedChain 
RforConvergence 
overallLiK 
LiKoverallchains 
ratio 
N = stepsnumber/2; 
M = chainsnumber; 
Ybar = mean(rowofmean);% mean of whole truncated chain 
Xl sum( (rowofmean(:,l) - Ybar(:,1) ).-2 ).*O/(M - 1»; 
X2 sum( ( rowofmean(: ,2) - Ybar(: ,2) ) .-2 ) .*(l/(M - 1»; 
Bn [Xl X2]; % variance between the merged chains 
W (N/(N - 1» .*mean(rowofvar); variance within each chain 
RforConvergence « (N - l)/N) .*W + (1 + l/M) .*Bn ) ./W; 
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